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PREFACE

Considering the recent spate ot bosks on the subject ol Chinese trit-shn,

or combative arts, some may wonder why yet another volume is being added to the
number. But the realm ofChinese hand-to-hand fighting arts is extremely diverse, ,:ird

the vast majority of these arts has not vet been systematically recorded. There is a con-
tinuing need for further study of Chinese combative arts, especially m English, as

they comprise an important part of Chinese history and culture. Moreover, the so-
cal’cd kung-fu movies that have become so popular in recent years have, in spite of their

generally fanciful and distorted presentations of Chinese combative arts, created a

worldwide interest in this area ofChinese culture. These arramoiiit the reasons justifying
a book that treats realistically ofsliaolin, the most popular ol generic wu-sliu methods.
Our purpose in writing this book is to ouchnc the basic spirit and mechanics of a

spccihc Chinese fighting art that is little known even in the People's Republic ol

China, This art best known by its formal name in the 1 lakka dialect of Chinese, Clin-
ks Sliaolin, is ofan amazingly simple mechanical nature, winch permits it to be readily

practiced regardless of one’s physical type, age or sex. It is also a highly practical svs-

tcm. As a fighting art it can be effectively applied, after sufficient mastery of its fun-

damentals, by anyone who needs to defend himself against an aggressor. At tin. same
time, the Cliuka system can be considered a form of physical training, for u offers the
user an excellent means ofachieving and maintaining a high degree of physical fitness.

W ho can validly deny that a simple and practical system like Chuka Sliaolin is use-

ful in our modern world? It is a regrettable fact that the world tod.iv is filled with
unscrupulous people who commit acts of violence and terrorism. Therefore the aver-

age citizen will certainly find it worthwhile to master some practical means of self-

defense And how many people can claim truthfully that they arc in the best possible

physical condition, or that they can maintain such a condition without some re gul.tr

form of exercise? With these major Considerations in mind, we feel u appropriate and
timely to present the basic elements of the Cliuka art of sliaolin. We offer this system
as a beneficial addition to the usual demands on the average person's time and cncrs»v.

We hope that the reader of this book will become sufficiently interested in Cliuka
Sliaolin to seek competent instruction. However, even should this book serve mils to
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Preface

inspirc the render to seek on. » d.feen. form of Chinese combnnve nr., we will feel

ofd.il book unusually diffienl. For one .king.

lustrations do not conform exactly to the descriptions m the text he should take the

tC^“sc Stated, all Chinese terms in th.s book are <n their Mandarin forms;

thc* are rendered in simplified phonet.c spellings that are not .ntcnucd to conform

any particular system of romanization
for rdc as tcchmcal

Wc wish to express our sincere gratitude to Tan Hu y

Soon Boon Hunt for acting as assailants in the sclf-dqfcnse s.tuat ons.

Chcong Cheng Lcong

Donn F Dracger

Penang, 1977
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CHAPTER

BACKGROUND

origin of chuka shaolin A great variety of hand-to-hand fighting arts It.is

been found in China since man first appeared there many thousands of years ago lu past

times, especially during the T’ang dynasty (a.i> 618-907). apparently very few men
were without skill in fighting arts. During the reign of the first emperor of the T'ang.

Tai-tsung (626-49), the heroic efforts ol the fighting monks of the Shaolin Temple in

1 lonan province enabled the emperor to turn aside all challenges to his rule. T hereafter

the fame of the Shaolin Temple fighting methods spread rapidly throughout China,

and the name of this temple became synonymous with certain types of fighting arts

themselves. Thus there began the systematic development of the so-called shaolin

arts of combat

Though historical material oil the Shaolin Temple in Honan is sparse, scholars gen-

erally agree that there was a second Shaolin Temple located in Fukien province and

that the latter temple became a focal point for the study of the art of close combat It

is believed that during the reign of Emperor K'ang-lisi (1661-1722) of the Manclm.

or Ch'ing, dynasty (1644-1912), the imperial armies contained one hundred twenty-

eight fighting monks from the Fukien Shaolin Temple. These monks distinguished

themselves in action against the raiding nomadic tribesmen w ho were attacking the

western borders of the Chinese homeland. I atcr, however Manclm officials cons meet I

Emperor K‘ang-hsi that the Fukien Shaolin Temple w as the spawning ground for

antigovemment forces, and the emperor's imperial armies razed the temple. Owls

five monks arc said to have escaped, and the systems ofcombat that they arc supposed

to have developed arc said to be the basis of all modern shaolin.

An anti-Manclui movement gradually gained momentum in China The Shaolin

Temples in Honan and Fukien, which had been rebuilt by Emperor Cli’icii-lung (r

1 736-95), attracted a formidable number of people who made a serious study ol coiiit

bativc arts, including the now well-known shaolin styles The temples thus became

a hub of combative studies and a great repository of know ledge concerning vigoron-

physical training regimens, thus stimulating the growth of all Chinese fighting arts.

Tradition has it that Lcow Fail Shill Koo, a Buddhist nun. was a combative arts ex-

pert who resided at the Fukien Shaolin Temple in the late eighteenth century Because



of the troubled times and the relentless pressure of the imperial government’s surveil-

lance of the temple Lcow left the temple in search ofmore peaceful surroundings and
finally made a hillside cave in Kwangung province her home. This cave was later

named Pai-hao oong (White Crane Cave) in her honor, and from this name we may
deduce that she was expert in pai-hao (White Crane) a style ofshaolin.
Lcow was also an herbalist. She frequently descended into the nearby village to sell

medicines she had compounded in her lonely cave retreat. On one occasion, while she

was near the village granary, she heard the crying of small children. Upon searching

the granary she found two little girls sobbing The badly frightened children told

Lcow that they were sisters whose wealthy parents had been killed by bandits while

robbing their home. The sisters identified themselves as Chu Meow Eng and Chu
Meow Luan and said that they were hiding from the bandits.

The Chu sisters were happy to follow Lcow back to her cave home, where the com-
passionate nun eared for them as ifthey were her own children. In time the two sisters

showed great promise in the art of shaolin that Lcow taught them. They also learned

to assist Lcow in the select ion and preparation of herbs for compounding medicines.

As the sisters matured, Lcow encouraged them to study the fighting actions ofvarious
animals and insects, and to incorporate many such movements into their already high

level of skill in shaolin. Accordingly, Meow Eng and Meow Luan adapted the fighting

movements of the praying mantis, the tiger, the monkey, the snake, and other crea-

tures, melding these to the methods they had learned from Lcow. Lcow formally

named the sisters synthesized style of combat Chuka Shaolin, chu deriving from the

surname of the sisters and La meaning “family,” the name translates as “Chu-famiiy
Shaolin. Her deep sense o humility caused Lcow to avoid the use of her own name
in naming the fighting-art synthesis of the two sisters; but in deference to the Shaohn
Temple at Fukien, where she had originally trained, she insisted that the new art be
identified as a form of shaolin. Thus, though there was a great number of shaohn
sty es at the Fukien Shaohn Temple, Chuka developed independently of these and
takes its rightful place as a legitimate shaohn form ofcombat.

Lcow had a profound effect on the two Chu sisters She taught them that their shaolin

art was to be preserved in unchanged form for posterity, but that it must be taught

only to worthy persons She warned against two-legged tigers,' meaning faithless

people who might seek to learn the Chuka art for illicit and selfish reasons

After Lcow’s death the two sisters dedicated their lives to the teaching ofthe Chuka
system, always bearing in mind the kindness of then benefactor and the glorious rep-

utation ot the Shaofin Temples, and maintaining a burning desire to avenge their

parents. The sisters made the White Crane Cave their base of operations.

One day when the Chu sisters were in the village in the vailcy below their cave they

hip pencil to pass a group of boys fighting in a nee field, tossing mud at each other A
badly directed clump of mud struck one of the sisters, and all the boys but one fled

, ic frail and frightened youth who had remained behind wept as he admitted to the

sisters that it was lie who had thrown the mud that had struck one ofthem He insisted

that he had not intended to hit either ofthem but was simply frantically slinging mud

in all directions to prevent the other boys from bullying him as was their daily custom.
1 e boy s name was Ooh P«ng Kwang He was an orphan who tended the cows and

did other chores on his uncle’s farm in exchange for his keep The frail boy so im-
pressed the sisters with his honesty and good behavior that they approached his uncle

and asked permission to look after the boy. The uncle was sympathetic. I Ic granted the

sisters’ request on the condition that they teach the boy shaolin After all. the unde
reasoned, would the boy’s future not be safer if he was skilled in combat? Little Ooh
was only nine years old when he followed the Chu sisters to their cave on the hill.

Ooh grew to manhood and continued to serve the Chu sisters with great dedication.

His skill in Chuka Shaolin was ofthe highest order, and he also became an outstanding
herbalist. On the death of the second of the sisters Ooh, now almost forty years old.

descended from his cave home and settled in the village where he married a local girl

He set about imparting his knowledge of shaolin and herbs to his relatives and trusted

inends, never forgetring the memory of the Chu sisters and their strict tcadiings.

Lee Siong ’hcow (886-1960) was one of Ooh s best disciples He was trained in a

more rigorous manner than any other of Master Ooh’s disciples, serving a long ap-

prenticeship Lee worked hard during the day, fully occupied with domestic chores in

his master s household. Every evening and early each morning Master Ooh directed

Lee s shaolin training. I ce was required to undergo unremitting practice of various

stances and postures, an enervating and boring kind of training. Hut lie persevered.

His only problem w(as his temper. While he willingly accepted the hard work and
the beatings administered by his master and whatever harsh punishment the master
might drcrcc to correct mistakes made in training, Lee could not accept domination
by others

Master Ooh’s son found no protection from Lee's skill in shaolin in the fact that his

father was Lee's master. Lee regularly administered a severe beating to bis master's son.

defeating him soundly in sparring practice, and on one occasion severely injured him.
For this misdeed Master Ooh meted out drastic punishment Using a long hardwood
staff, the master so fiercely struck Lee’s fist and foot that the blows crippled Lee for the

rest f his life, While such a severe lesson would surely have discouraged a lesser man,
it only served to make Lee realize that Ins skill was not yet perfect. He had to train even
harder than in the past. Lee’s assiduous efforts finally brought him to the highest level

of Chuka Shaolin excellence, and no local fighter could best him.

CHUKA SHAOLIN transplant™ to Malaysia In 1930 Lee emigrated to Ma-
laysia (then Malaya). He settled in the Ayer Itam quarter of Penang where he earned

his living as an herbalist and traditional physician, lie followed the strict traditional

policies of his Chuka predecessors, especially the rule ofchoosing students for shaolin

study very carefully. He required each candidate for study to accept certain conditions.

The candidate was to kneel before him holding a cup of Chinese tea in one hand and
a small red envelope containing money in the other (a red packet is customarily used

when paying a master-teacher). By this method Lee tested the candidate’s humility

and sincerity. Many refused to knee! before him, instead offering surly challenges to
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test his skill against theirs. Lee always obliged, meting out severe beatings in exchange

for such rash challenges; he was never known to be bested. After being defeated, some

of these stubborn challengers willingly became his students, bringing their red enve-

lopes fully packed with money
Cheong Cheng Leong, a native-born Chinese Malaysian boy, knelt before Master

Lee and indicated that he w ished to begin the study ofChuka Shaolin at the age often

Young Cheong had learned of the simplicity and deadly effectiveness of the Chuka art,

which the villagers said was due to use of the secret ‘ phoenix-eye fist.’ A shaolin expert

using this fist in a certain way could kill or maim a person with one blow, Cheong
was captivated by the idea ofacquiring such power, and it was this that brought him to

kneel before Master Lee Cheong cherished the normal boyish desire to become a strong

and skillful fighter, for among boys his age in Ayer Itam the ability to fight and to pre-

vail against bullies increased one’s standing

But young Cheong knew better than to tell Master Lee shat he wanted to learn

shaolin in order to become a good fighter. He had been told that others who had

expressed sucli a reason for study had been rejected by Master Lee “Why do you

wish to learn Chuka Shaolin? asked the master. Cheong had no honest answer and

remained silent. Master Lee broke the embarrassing silence, saying "Good, no fighting,”

and accepted Cheong as one of his disciples His master's trust in him inspired Cheong
to appreciate the ethical concept of Chuka Shaolin that stresses the avoidance of per-

sonal conflicts.

Leong trained dad)- for ten years, practicing basic skills. Always he was guided by
his master’s principles: (1) do not create or seek trouble, (2) do not teach people of un-

proven character wliat you have learned, and (3) always be humble and respectful to

others. A breach of any of these principles, Cheong knew, would mean his expulsion

from Chuka Shaolin; and Master Lee never gave an offender a second chance.

In spite of Master Lee’s insistence on avoiding trouble, he was not the man to turn

aside slighting comments about Ins Chuka art. On one occasion, after a junior com-
plained to Cheong that a group of boys had chided him about the Chuka art being a

poor method of combat Cheong reported this to Master Lee. The master’s reaction

greatly pleased Cheong: You, Cheong," said Master Lee "go out and show them

some color [teach them a lesson]
’’ Cheong. accompanied by the junior who had been

offended and one of Lee’s most skillful assistant instructors, made his way toward die

place where the group of hecklers habitually gathered On seeing the small but deter-

mined group of Chuka exponents approaching, the hecklers disbanded and hurriedly

disappeared, never again to bother any Chuka exponents.

Master Lee continued to teach selected students his shaolin rt until his death. He
placed no emphasis on gathering great numbers of disciples but chose rather to put

quality before quantity. From among his disciples there has developed a solid core

of Chuka experts in Malaysia.

chuka shaolin in Malaysia today Master Lee’s death brought Cheong to

the position of master-teacher and chief authority in Malaysia for Chiika Shaolin.

Cheong s position is recognized by Master Lee’s widow, herself an herbalist While
maintaining the strict policies ofhis Chuka predecessors. Master Cheong Cheng Leong
is also concerned for the future of the Chuka art More than twenty-five years ofexpe-
rience in his art have taught him that training in fundamentals is the only correct ap-
proac h to mastery of the art. Master Cheong chooses only those of sound character
for the study of Chuka Shaolin beyond that, he looks for people who display ini-

tiative in training A high degree of moral courage is required in one who hopes to
exet I in this art, for there is, unavoidably, a considerable period during which the trainee
must face the rigors and adversities of repetitive and tiresome drills.

14
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CHAPTER

FUNDAMENTALS

Although the mechanical basis of the Chuka Shaohn art is quite simple,

there arc certain fundamentals that must be thoroughly understood and continuously

practiced if the exponent is to develop and maintain an effective level of skill These

hindnmcntals arc (1) forming anatomical weapons. (2) assuming stances anil postures,

(3) making body displacements, and performing (4) handwork and (5} kicking actions.

All these important individual skills must be mastered. When the exponent has mas-
tered each skill, he must learn to combine them in various ways with the other ele-

ments to form the specific patterns of action that he at the very root of all sound

Chuka Shaohn technique. Moreover, each of these separate skills and their combina-
tions arc to be appropriately applied in the study of self-defense.

In this chapter the exponent of shaohn will find at his fingertips a ready reference to

the most basic of Chuka fundamentals, which arc explained anil illustrated in suel/a

way that the average person can readily learn them It is important to realize that each

fundamental is presented tn an established order in relation to the others. This order is

not arbitrary but represents the normal step-by-step progression in which the ex-

ponent learns the basics when he is under the guidance of a qualified Chuka instructor.

More will be said ot this established order in the next chapter in relation to how the

exponent can best use the various fundamentals in his training program.
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Anatomical Weapons: The Hands

phofnjx-eyf ns r The Chuka Shaohn expert is adept at forming, reforming, and

delivering thefttng-yen. the “phoenix-eye fist.’ Tins fist is the special hand formation

and natural weapon of the Chuka exponent \\ hen it is used in conjunction with certain

other fundamentals that arc characteristic of the Chuka system. The method of form-

ing the phoenix-eye fist nutst be very carefully studied and constantly pracrccd so that

it can be made in the shortest possible time. When forming the phoenix-eye fist
-

1 Begin with your hand open (right hand shown) and relaxed, fingers straight,

thumb extended naturally, all digits positioned without tension (fig 1).

2. Curl your little, ring, and middle fingers as a unit inward toward the palm

leaving your forefinger and thumb extended without tension in a natural man-

ner (fig. 2).

3. Fully curl your little, ring, and middle fingers into the palm of your hand

and squeeze them tightly into place (fig 3). Begin to cur! your forefinger toward

the palm, but leave your thumb extended without tension in a natural manner.

4 Maintain the curled and tightly squeezed formation of your little, ring, and

middle fingers as you position your forefinger, which should be curled into posi-

tion with its middle knuckle projecting beyond the line of the middle knuckles

of the other fingers. The tip of this finger is anchored against its own base knuckle

ami is approximately on the hnc formed by the middle knuckles of the other

fingers (fig. 4).

5. Complete the formation of the phoenix-eye fist by locking the projecting

forefinger into position with pressure from your thumb, the inside latcia! edge of

which is bent and brought tightly against the fingernail of the curled and pro-

jecting forefinger (figs. 5, 6).

The phoenix-eye fist is not generally used in the position shown in figure 6 but

rather as shown in figures 7 and 7A ; more will be said later in this chapter about die

way of using the phoenix-eye fist. In the next chapter a training method that can be

used to toughen the fist will be given.

Whereas the phoenix-eye fist is generally regarded by the c> ponent ofChuka Shao-

lin as his most used and most effective anatomical weapon, he places a great deal of

reliance upon several other natural weapons as well Among these weapons arc what

Chuka exponents call the “tiger-paw the spear-hand, " the “palm-heel ’ anil the

"double-dragon " Each of these hand formations must be assiduously practiced so that

it can be instantly formed, reformed, and readied for instant use when the situation

demands.
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tiger-paw Chuka Shaolin exponents call a special

formation of the open hand hott-jmi, tiger-claws or

tiger-paw Forming the tiger-paw is simple, but there

arc some spcci il points to be observed. Splay and bend
the fingers and thumb of each hand. I fold fingers and
thumb in position by means of strong tension focused

inward throughout the whole hand, as if trying to grip

a large ball by finger pressure alone In the next chapter

a training method that is used to bring strength and
toughness to the fingers will be discussed

double-dragon When the hand is formed with the

first and second fingers bent and projecting like prongs,

to tlic Chuka exponent it represents the probing heads

of two dragons and is therefore called swang-Ioortg,

double-dragon. This hand formation can be instantly

formed either from the open hand or from any of the

other basic hand formations of the Chuka art (phoensx-

cyc fist tiger-paw, spear-hand, or paim-herl). In the

next chapter a general strengthening exercise for the

fingers will be discussed.

spear-hand The formation of the open hand in which the fingers arc held rigidly

in an extended and joined position, with the bent thumb compressed at the base

knuckle oi the forefinger, is called diiang-io shcu, "spear-hand. In the next cha ter

a training method for strengthening and toughening the spear-hand is described.

palm-heel The ‘pa!in-hec!” formation of the open

hand is called (hang. It may be formed directly or it may
be the result of modifications of the phoenix-eye fist,

the tiger-paw, or the spear-hand although the use of

the palm-heel is quite different from that of any of

these other weapons. In the next chapter an exercise for

developing the power of the palm-heel will be given

Anatomical Weapons: The Arms

inner and outer edges of forearm The Chuka exponent uses his forearm

in two basic ways as a weapon with which to deflect an aggressor's arms or legs. It

is essential to rccognizcthcdiffcrenccbctwccndcflcctingaetions and blocking actions.

Deflecting actions brush or slip aside the force of an oncoming attack, causing it to be

misdirected, blocking actions stop an oncoming force by directiv opposing it, force

or force. Use of the inner edge of the forearm (ulnar) as the contact surface to hhcr.

or deflect, an attack is called an inner-forearm deflection
-

,
use of the outer edge of the

forearm (radial) for making a khcr, or deflection, is called an outer-forearm deflection

El bow The elbow is one of the hardest points on the human body. Because of
its durability, the Chuka exponent nukes valuable use of the elbow in close infight-

ing situations. When the arm is bent so that the biceps is fully flexed the point of
the elbow is a ready striking surface used in delivering a powerful blow.

Anatomical Weapons The Feet

In the exercise of his art the Chuka exponent is generally well prepares! to use his feet

in ways that arc made more effective by the fact that he is wearing some kins! of foot-

gear But all these standard uses of the feet as weapons, with the possible exception of
the tips of the toes, can be made without basl effects even when barefoot.

/
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cnaraciensucs or v_mjKa runcmng ncuon

The Chuka Shaolin adept specializes in the delsvery of what he calls ‘short-punch

actions. In a short punch, the punclsing fist travels over less distance than necessary for

the delivery of what is known as a “long punch. In mak*ng a short punch the expo-

nent docs not fully extend his punching arm, whereas in making a long punch the

punching arm is fully extended. Some systems of shaohn specialize in either shorr-

or long-punch methods, while other systems stress the balanced use of both short and

lone punches. Chuka Shaolin is based on the use ofonly the short-punch method. The

obvious result of this selection is that it enables the exponent to punch at an extremely

rapid rate, one so fast that it makes blocking or parrying of multiple punches almost

impossible.

The short-punch method also means that the exponent must deliver his punches

from a position much closer to his enemy than that of the shaolin exponent who re-

lies upon long-punch methods. Therefore, at this closer range the Chuka exponent, in

addition to making effective use ofhis hands and arms to cover his body in protection

against the enemy’s attack, must be able to move quickly and evasively should it be-

come necessary to escape from an enemy $ attack. More wil be said atcr in this chap-

ter of the manner in which the Chuka exponent moves and maneuvers his body.

It is important here to understand that the Chuka exponent uses only the phoenix-

eye fist in del venng his short punch. He makes no use of the well-known ordinary

forefist that is commonly used by exponents of most other systems of sparring The

precise manner in which the Chuka exponent delivers the phoenix-eye fist will be de-

tailed later in this chapter, but it is necessary first to examine some of the characteristics

of the Chuka short-punch action.

In figures 1 to 6 we see the short range over which the phoentx-cyc fist (right hst

shown) travels on its way to a s< lectcd target The punch beg ns with the punching

hand held open, palm up, fingertips near the elbow of the free outstretched left arm,

the palm of that hand upward. The fist is formed only after the punching hand is

already travcl ng forward and is about to cross under and move beyond the wrist

of the extended left arm. Notice that this fist is screwed into the target, counterclock-

wise as viewed by the puncher, beginn ng at the point of format on. With this screw

action there is also an additional final snap of the fist downward as the fist is turned

knuckles up (back of the hand up) upon sinking the target. That the arm is not fully

extended at the time of the fist’s striking the target is clearly seen; the contour of the

arm and fist is bowed that is, it is convex along the upper surface of the forearm

toward the wrist and fist. Because he does not fully extend his punching arm. the

Chuka exponent is able to avoid the danger ofjoint locks that an alert enemy might

try to use against the punching arm.

Stance and posture while punching with the phoenix-eye fist will be discussed in the

section of this chapter on handwork

22
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Figures 1A~6A show the same short-punch action From a frontal view; we can readily

see the formation of the fist and the screw-in action of its delivery Here it is important
to notice that the elbow of the punching arm (right) is held down and in, close to the

body, and that it continues to be held in as the punch is being delivered, even at the

moment of impact. This use of the punching forearm and elbow provides a good deal

of protection, specifically a covering action—sometimes a deflecting action—for the

side-front and midsection of the puncher’s body But tins protection is only half the

story. The exponent s tree arm, which is not engaged in punching, also assumes a

covering role, protecting the other side-front of the puncher’s body As the phocmx-
cyc fist moves forward, the free arm is withdrawn and positioned bent, elbow down,
with the fingers of that hand, palm up, near the elbow of the punching arm

L M. * "M Wk A?J
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warning, like an explosion erupting in

total darkness (figs, 1-6 6A). With this

kind of phoenix-eye punch, everything

that has been said about the normal

short-punch method holds true except

that the exponent leaves his fist with

knuckles down (back of the hand down)
as he strikes forward at the target . Notice

that the trajectory of this delivery of the

phoensx-eye fist rises upward on a slight

diagonal: in this respect it docs not dif-

fer from when the fist is screwed into

V*hcn the Chuka exponent punches

with his phoenix-eye fist and does not

screw it into the target, he terms this

action an clwng km paah, which mean;
that the fist appears suddenly without



Stances and Postures

i

It is useful to distinguish between the concepts of stance and posture as they apply to

the Chuka fighting art Stance refers to the position of the exponent’s lower body,

mainly that of his legs posture has to do with the exponent’s overall body position,

especially that of his upper body, or torso Thus, it is possible for the exponent to

assume a particular stance and use it with d fferent postures The expert exponent pays

a great deal of attention to both stance and posture, for these fundamentals arc at the

base of his fighting technique.

Stance can be likened to the taproot of a tree or the foundation of a building. Pos-

ture is hkc what appears above the ground When the taproot is properly formed and

deeply embedded in the soil, or when the foundation ofa structure is solidly built, the

superstructure is generally strong. But if the underpinnings arc weak, the superstruc-

ture cannot be guaranteed to be stable no matter how' good the materials andworkman-

ship tliat go into its production.

In reality, however, the Chuka Shaolin exponent tiiinks of stance and posture as

an inseparable whole He calls this combination sze There arc only two primary types

of stance-posture combinations to be practiced in basic Chuka training. But the ex-

ponent never plays down the importance of these two types, for he knows that Itis

whole art depends on his mastery ofthese combinations. How well he moves, punches

or strikes, coven or deflects, or kicks in the formal pattern-practice of his art. or in the

application ofhis art to self-defense situations, is entirely dependent upon his ability to

assume and use sound stance-posture combinations.

ready position Before an exponent can begin to practice stance-posture com-
binations and other fundamentals, he must learn and make use of the so-called ready

position, choon-pet The ready position enables the exponent to proceed in his tra nsng

in an ordcily manner and is a convenient starting point from which to begin the study

ofstances and postures. Assume the ready position as follows

1 Stand erect, ch n in, eyes to your front Position both feet in line, parallel and

close together Place both hands on your h ps (figs 1, 1A). Remove all tension

from your muscles, dose your mouth and breathe naturally through your nose.

2. Figures 2 and 2A show a modified form of the ready position , only the posi-

tions of your arms and hands arc changed.
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horse-riding stance The most funciamcnt.il Chuka stance-posture combination

is called ma-pu, an expression that suggests the proper position of a rider and fightsng

man astride a horse Therefore nia-pu is commonly referred to as the horse-riding

stance.’ As the name suggests, the lower body of the exponent is positioned in such a

way as will permit him to mount, ride, and control a horse, both legs are widely

spread and bent, with the Sect positioned as if resting securely in stirrups. The posi-

tions of the legs and feet afford stability to the upper body. Tins, is a very solid stance,

but it must not be thought of, or used, in such a way as to render the exponent help-

less to move quickly into another position (body displacement). If the horse-riding

stance in any way hinders the exponent's mobi ity, it is being wrongly performed

The horse-riding stance can be used with three postures a central, a right and a left

posture. Assume the horse-riding stance as follows:

1 Stand in the ready position (fig. 1).

2. Simultaneously 'walk'' both feet outward four times, bcg nni ig by pivot-

ing on your heels and moving the front of your feet wide ly outward, then pivot-

ing both feet on the front part and moving the heels outward. Position both feet

fiat on the ground, toes pointing directly to your front; the inner edges of your

feet face straight ahead, but the outer edges appear to be somewhat curved con-

vcxly (figs 2-5).

3 As you move your feet outward, bend both knees and lower your body; in

their final positions your thighs are positioned in a plane that is a bit higher than

parallel to the ground. Distribute your Weight evenly over your feet Bow your

legs and squeeze both knees a bit inward so that they fall inside a line projected

vertically upward from the inside edges of your feet (fig 6).

4. When viewed from the sdc, the points of both your knees fall slight yin front

of a vertical plane extended upward from the tips of the toes (figs. 6, 6A) Thss is

the horse-riding stance taken with a centra! posture. It finds a limited use in

Chuka technique, where it serves as an intermediate position between the right

and left horse-riding stances, the latter two forms bang more commonly used

The following keypo nts apply to the horse-riding stance with a central posture

a) The final position of your feet must be farther apart than the width o your

shoulders.

b) Shift your weight ever so slightly forward over the front of vour feet; do

not rock back onto your heels. Grip the ground firmly with your toes; do not

just stand ‘on” the ground.

c) Keep your upper body erect, chin n, eyes to your front, chest slight y

hollowed, back curved convex'y and your butttx ks tucked rightly in Keep both

shoulders on the same level and hold them sloping downward with slight tension.
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Continue by assuming a

right horse-riding stance

in the following manner

5, From the central

posture in figure 6,

keep both feet in place

as you twist your up-

per body to the right.

Face forward over

your now advanced

right leg Si de your

left hand a bit forward

in the new direction

and place it palm

down, fingertips al-

most in contact with

those of your right

hand, atop your right

thigh. Center your

weight evenly over

both legs. Keep your

chm in and look

straight ahead sn this

new direction (figs

7, 7A, 7B),

To assume a left horsc-

nding stance

6 Begin either from

the right horse-riding

stance (fig. 7) or the

central posture (fig. 6),

and without p.voting

or moving your feet

twist your upper body

to your left until you

face forward over

your now advanced

left leg Position both

your open hands

palms down, finger-

tips almost touching,

atop your left thigh

(figs 8, 8A)

The following keypo nts apply to the right and left horsc-nding stances:

a) When you twist your upper body to right or left you will lose some of the

symmetry, with regard to the position of your legs, that you can easily maintain

when the horse-riding stance is taken with the central posture. This loss of sym-

metry is due to a slight additional bcnd'ng of your rear leg at the knee, but that

increased bend must be strictly limited; too much bending of the rear knee will

seriously weaken the Chuka manner of assuming the horse-riding stance

b) Do not allow your feet to pivot or move as you twist your upper body into

the left or right posture.

Ad vanced exponents seldom "walk their feet out from
the ready position when assuming the right or left horse-

riding stance. They simply are-step the appropriate foot

(right foot shown) from the ready position directly into

the final position required by the stance, that foot mov-
ing forward and then sideways in an arc. Figures 1 to 7

show this advanced procedure front the front. All other

mechanical requirements of the central, right, and left

horse-riding stances apply when making these stances

in the are-step fashion.

For uses of the horsc-rid ng stance, refer to the section

on body displacement in this chapter ind also to chapter
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Assume the left hanging-horse stance as follows:

1 Stand in the ready position (fig 1).

2. Shift your weight onto your right leg, bending the knee slightly as you

lower your body a little over this “platform leg At the same tmic advance your

left leg, lifting it a little so that the knee is slightly bent and the ups of the toes arc

lightly brushing the ground in front of you As you do this bring both arms,

hands held open, in front of your body, your left arm. bent at the elbow,

moves forward from a position underneath your right arm which is also bent.

Position your left arm ahead of and higher than, your right arm: your left palm

faces forward and a bit to your right-front comer at the level ofyour chest, while

the left elbow is dropped and held in dose to your side to protect the left side-

front of your body at the level of your solar plexus Hold your right elbow near

your right side and turn the open palm of the right hand upward, the fingertips

almost touching the inner underside of your advanced left elbow Look directly

forward in the direction of your advanced left leg (figs 2, 3)

To assume a right hanging-horse stance:

1. Begm from the ready position (fig, 1).

2. Move your right leg forward and adhere to all the mechanical requirements

of the left hanging-horse stance but substitute ‘right’ for “left in the instruc-

tions (figs. 4, 5).

Improve your understanding of figures 1-5 by studying figures 1A-3A and 1B-3B,

which show the left and right side vi ;ws of the hanging-horse stance The following

keypen ts arc relevant to the hanging-horse stance:

a) The majority ofyour weight (90 %) is centered over your rear platform leg.

b) Your platform heel is positioned inside a line dropped vci ticaliy from the

rearmost extremity of your buttocks to the ground.

hanging-horse stance The second stance used in basic Chuka training is called

tiow-ma, hanging horse,” in reference to the advanced leg of the exponent, which
hangs,” or more properly, is made to ‘float, ” without being substantially weighted,

as it is extended in front of the exponent. Whereas the horsc-nding stance enables the

exponent to deliver strong handwork from a solid double-weighted footing, the

single-weighted footing of the hanging-horse stance imparts a light evas vcncss to the

exponent s ability to deal with an enemy; from this stance he can quickly move away
trom an attack. When assuming the hanging-horse stance he can punch, strike, and
parry with devastating effect, and can also deliver different kinds of kicks in a decep-

tive fashion, a tactic denied him when he stands in the horsc-nding stance
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Body Displacement

It is not enough Simply to understand the theory of and to be able to assume correct

stances and postures Unless these important fundamentals can be used properly in

conjunction with body movements, that is, with the displacement of the body, they

will be of little practical value, especially in self-defense situations. Body displacement

is called pu-fa. Three distinct methods ofbody displacement arc practiced at the basic

level of Chuka Shnolin tra-mng. The exponent is strongly advised to practice these

three methods relentlessly ifhe ever hopes to acquire a creditable and functional Chuka

Shaohn technique. More will be said in chapter three of how the body displacement

exercises learned in this chapter should be used in training. Here it is enough to outline

the mechanics of the three basic methods ofbody displacement

forward horse The expression chin-ma refers to the powerful forward-surging

movement of a horse and rider as the latter sits astride the animal in the proper way.

Thus the '‘forward-horse'' exercise combines the horse-riding stance with successive

linear displacements made in a forward direction. This is an especially difficult exercise

and ss always a severe test of the exponent’s adroitness. Every exponent of Chuka

Shaohn f.nds this drill fatiguing and a real challenge to his physical fitness. A strong

sense of timing is necessary to properly perforin the forward-horse exercise, which

teaches the exponent how to maintain a solid stance in both right and left postures as

he makes rapid but subtle forward movements

c) Curve your back convexly, buttocks tucked in tightly, as you ho.low your
chest; keep your dim in. Notice that a continuous curve can be traced by a line

drawn from the back of your head down your back and along the underside of
the thigh of your advanced leg to the toes of that foot.

d) The kr.ee of your advanced, or hanging leg must be turned slightly in-

ward toward the knee of your platform leg The ankle of your advanced leg is

flexed downward to point the toes of that foot down and slightly inward as they

brush lightly against the ground.

c) The hand of your leading arm extends beyond the toes of your advanced
(hanging) leg, while your other hand lies just above both knees.

For uses ot the hanging-horse stance in training see chapter three

To perform the forward-horse exercise.

1. Stand in the ready position

(not shown) Then are-step your

right leg to your right side, twist-

ing your upper body to your right,

and assume a right horse-riding

stance (fig. 1).

2. Maintain your stance and

posture as you begin to move
d rectiy forward >n the new direc-

tion, toward your right leg (what

was your right side as you stood

in the ready position). Do this by

lifting your right foot a very little,

heel up, in order to slide-step it

quickly forward toes first (fig. 2)

At the same time that the heel of

your advancing right foot comes

down fully on the ground to com-

plete the forward movement of

that foot, move your trailing left
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foot forward in the same direction

by sliding it over the ground with

the toes pointing outward and

somewhat to the rear (tig, 3)

3. Repeat th s stepp- ng action

and forward displacement the de-

sired number of times. Figures 4

and 5 show another complete dis-

placement along the original line

of movement.

4 Reverse the di rection of your

displacement by perform ng this

exercise from a left stance

5 To perform this exercise to

the left (not illustrated) you must

first assume a left horse-riding

stance Do this by twisting your

upper body to your left and face

the direction from which you have

just come.

6. Move forward in the new
direction (what was your rear in

fig. 5) in the same way that you
did from the right horsc-nding

stance

7 Repeat this stepping action

and forward displacement the de-

sired number of t mes before ter-

minating one cycle of this exercise.

The following kcypoints apply:

a) The toes of your advancing

foot literally brush over the

ground, do not lift that foot too

high

b} Your trailing foot must make
full contact with the ground as

quickly as possible, ideally at the

same instant that the heel of your

leading foot touches down.

c) Keep your weight centered

equally over your feet as far as

possible, and look in the direction

of your movement
d) Do not bob your body up and

down.

c) Your trading foot moves for-

ward the same distance as your

leading foot. Do not exceed a one-

foot displacement in any one for-

ward movement.

An explanation of how the forward-

horse exercise is used in training will be

found in the section of this chapter de-

voted to handwork and also in chapter

t iree

dodging HORSE The name of this exercise is sun

surn-ma or ‘ dodging horse, ’ because the pattern of body
displacement made when performing this exercise resem-

bles that ofa startled horse dodging sideways and darting

forward with a sudden burst ofspeed In this drill the ex-

ponent makes considerably fongcr displacements than

were possible with the forward-horse exercise and com-
bines these longer displacements with evasive side-

stepping actions. To perform the dodging-horsc exercise:

1. From tile ready position (fig. 1) shift your

weight onto your nght leg, turn your upper body

a bit to your left, and are-step your left foot widely

to your left side, toes pointing outward (fig 2)

2, Shift your weight onto your left leg and bring

your right foot up alongside and inside your plat-

form left foot; do not weight your right leg (fig 3).

3 Without pausing, step your right foot forward

and a bit inward in the direction of your right-

front comer Twist your upper body to your right

and assume a right horse-riding stance (figs. 4-6).



4 Thereafter, shift your weight back onto your bent rear left leg and bring
your advanced right foot back to a position along the inside of your platform
eft toot, but do not weight your right leg (figs. 7—9)

5 Quickly arc-step your right foot widely to your right side, toes pointing
outward (fig 10). Shift your weight onto your right leg and as your body passes
through the horse-riding stance with a central posture, beg n to turn your upper
body a bit to your right (fig. 1 1),

6, Bring your outstretched left leg alongside your right leg, feet close together,
but do not weight your left leg (fig 12)

7 Step your eft foot forward and a bit inward to your left-front as you twist
your upper body to your left and assume a left horse-riding stance (figs, 13, 14).

8. Return to the ready position (fig. )) by shifting your weight back onto your
bent rear right leg and bringing your advanced left leg back, to position that foot
nside and alongside your right foot (figs, 13, 12). Without a pause, step your left

icg a bit to your ieft side, weight that leg, and bring your right foot alongside it

Stand erect to complete one cycle of this exercise in the ready position (fig, 1).

9. Repeat this exercise the desired number of times.

10. The dodgmg-horse exercise can be performed from a right hanging-horse
stance as well. In this ease the first side step is made to your right side with your
right foot, and the exercise continues in a similar fashion to what lias just been
described for the left-to-rigln cycle,

Keypoints for the dodgmg-horse exercise arc as follows -

a) Maintain the correct mechanics of proper form for tile horse-riding stance.

b) When you make your final displacement forward after dodging to the side,

focus yoi|r eyes in the direction of your advancing leg as you assume the horse-
riding stance.

c) The pattern of your displacements traced out

on the ground in one complete cycle of this ex-

ercise is approximately triangular in shape. The

arc-steps that you take to left and right describe the

base of this imaginary triangle, and your forward

steps, taken as you move into a horse-riding stance

on either side, trace the legs of the triangle

The use of the dodgmg-horse exercise sn training is de-

tailed in chapter three
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left leg alongside your right leg, feet close together,

but do not weight your left icg (fig 14).

8 Step your left foot directly forward as you

twsst your upper body to your left and assume a

ieft horse-riding stance (figs. 15, 16).

9 Return to the ready position (fig 1) by shift-

ing your weight back onto your bent rear right

leg and bringing your advanced left kg back, to

position the left foot inside and alongside your

right foot (fig. 15) W'thout paus ng, step your

left leg a bit to your left side, weight that leg, and

bring your right foot alongside it; stand erect in

the ready position (fig. 1) to complete one cycle

of this exercise.

10. Repeat this exercise the desired number of

times

1 1 The sidc-body-horse exercise can also be per-

formed by making the initial displacement to the

right side

The keypomts of the sidc-body-horse exercise arc as

follows

a) Maintain the correct mechanics of proper

form for the horsc-ndmg stance

b) When you make your final displacement for-

ward after dodging to the side, focus your eyes in

the direction of your advancing leg as you assume

the horse-riding stance

c) The pattern of your displacements traced on

-""T
DU ‘' , m me siasurn-ma. or side-body horse, '* wchavca companion

exert isc to me dodging horse The expression ‘sici sum-ma’ refers to a horse that is
moving powerfully forward in a sideways manner There arc only two ma or differ-
ences between the dodging-horsc and sidc-body-horse exercises One is that in the pres-
ent exercise, w icn making the final displacement forward the exponent moves direct-
ly forward not forward and inward The second difference is that after completing
ttic forward displacement and upon returning to a central posture in the horse-riding
stance the exponent twists forcefully to each side before making another displace-
ment. If the trainee has practiced the mechanics ofthe dodging-horsc exercise and has
a reasonable ability in that exert ,sc, he will find no great difficulty in learning the
sidc-body-horse exercise To perform this exercise

:

1 From the ready position (fig 1), turn your body a bit to your left and are-
step your left foot widely to your left side, toes pointing outward (fig 2).
2 Shift your weight onto ycur left leg and bring your right foot up alongside

the inside of your platform eft leg
; do not we ght your right leg (figs. 3, 4).

3. Without pausing, srep your right foot drectly forward, twist your upper
boay to the right and assume a right horse-riding stance (figs. 5, 6).
4 Shift your weight back onto your bent rear left leg and bring your advanced

i ight foot bas k to a position along the inside ofyour platform left foot, but do not
weight your right leg (figs. 7, 8)

5 Quickly are-step your right foot widely to your right side, toes pointing
outward fig 9) Your body will pass through the horse-riding stance with a ccn-
tri posture, at which time you begm to twist your upper body to your right to
assume a right horse-riding stance (fig 10).

6. Twist your upper body to your left (figs 1 1 , 1 2) and back again fully to your
right (fig. 13).

Quickly shut your weight onto your right leg and bring your outstretched
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Handwork

tile ground in one complete cycle of this exercise
is approximately that of a squared-off U The are-

steps to the left and right describe the base of this

imaginary figure, and your forward steps, as you
move into a horse-riding stance on either side, trace
the legs of this figure

~ When in the horse-riding stance with a ccn-
tr* 1 posture, you must turn tuily and forcefully to
each side.

The use of the side-body-horse exercise is explained in
the section on handwork in this chapter and also in
chapter three.

The shaolin systems of North Ch na arc said to empha-
size leg tactics, while shaol n of South China reputedly

stresses the actions of the hands and arms. Whether this

orthodox view of northern and southern shaolin sys-

tems is valid or not is immaterial for the purposes ofthis

book, but it is true that the exponent of Chuka Shaolin

is more hkcly to use his hands and arms for punching,

striking and deflecting actions than to use his legs for

kick ng tactics Thus some shaolin exponents claim that

the Chuka art exemplifies the orthodox southern Chi-

nese combative traditions

It is an accepted adage among most expert shaolin

exponents, regardless oftheir particular form ofshaolin,

that skillful and effective handwork—the punches,

strikes, parries and other actions—can only develop

when die exponent has mastered stance and posture

combinations and the d fferent methods of body dis-

placement, In one sense, therefore, a demonstration of

effective handwork is evidence chat the exponent is

solidly grounded in stance-posture combinations and

displacement mechanics.

The Chuka Shaohn exponent practices a variety of
exercises involving handwork, or shou-fa. Until simple

and elaborate patterns of handwork exist in his techni-

cal repertoire, but in this basic treatment of the Chuka
art we will concern ourselves only with the qiost funda-

mental methods. This is not to belittle the importance of

such basic handwork, for what is described here lies at

the root ofall Chuka technique A total ofnine different

exercises involving the use of the hands and arms will

be presented, all of which the exponent is expected to

master
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bow-drawing hands An exercise called kai-ktmg shou is the first composite ex-
erase involving stance-posture combinations and the concerted actions of the hands and
arms t lat the ( .auks exponent learns. The name of this exercise means 'bow-drawing
hands in reference to the act ofholding and drawing a bow while positioning it in a
-ixed vertical plane in front of the body In performing tins exercise the exponent
earns more about the fundamentals ot assuming and maintaining a solid stance and
posture and realizes that the solidly based stance serves as the foundation from which
the power of the entire body can be transmitted through the arms and hands and
directed at selected targets.

The bow-drawing exercise combines ful y relaxed slow movements of the arms
and hands with both slow and fast movements made under tension By use of this

exercise the exponent also develops the proper use of muscular contraction and re-
laxation, necessary for the development of speedy and forceful use of the arms and
hands. Perform the bow-drawing exercise as follows:

1 Assume a right horse-riding stance (fig. 1).

2 Slowly raise both arms and keep your shoulders level, bend both arms at

the cibow Begin to form a phoenix-eye fist with each hand and position your
bent arms directly in front of your body at the level of your solar plexus. Keep
both elbows down ; these and the forearms protect your body at the kvcl of your
solar p lexus. Stand without tension in your arms, chest, and shoulders (fig. 2).

3 Bring the projecting forefingers of your phoenix-eye fists closer without
touching them together, the backs ofyour fists face away from you (fig. 3

4' Maintain a state of relaxation in your arms, shoulders, and chest as you
slowly begin to extend your arms forward and outward to your front at the level

ofyour solar plexus; maintain your phoenix-eye fists (fig. 4). Keep a slight bend in

cadi arm as you move your fists toward a position in front of your body that is

slightly wider than the distance between your shoulders. Open your fists and
position your hands with the palms facing inward (fig. 5).

7 8

5. Tense your arms, chest, and shoulder muscles. Then suddenly snap both

arms forcefully outward and a bit downward to your sides, turning both palms

down as you concentrate on cutting outward with the outside edges ofyour hands,

wrists, and forearms. This action requires a strong degree of muscular contraction,

causing your arms, shoulders and chest, as well as the fingers of your open hands,

to become rigid with tension. Your open funds he just above the level of your

belt so as to bring each arm, not quite fully extended, sloping downward from

the shoulder (fig. 6).

6 Now slowly bring your arms forward, slightly bent, palms down, to a

position in front ofyour body at the level of your solar plexus (fig. 7).

7. When your open hands reach a position about as far apart as the distance

between your shoulders, relax the tension in your hands, arms, shoulders, and

chest (fig. 8).
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8 Once more put tension in the muscles of your arms hands, shoulders, and

chest as you slowly withdraw both arms, bending them at the elbows, and re-

form each hand into a phoenix-eye fist; maintain a solid right horsc-ndmg

stance throughout (fig. 9).

9. Hold tension in your shoulders, chest, and both arms and fists as you bring

your fists together at the level of your solar plexus, the backs of the fists facing

away from you; position the projecting forefinger knuckles of both fists close

together, but do not let them touch Relax all tension to complete one cycle of

this exercise (fig, 10).

10. Repeat this exercise the desired number of times.

11. Return your hards to your hips and assume the right horse-riding stance

(fig. 1) to close this exercise.

12. Perform this exercise from a left horsc-nding stance in a similar fashion

(not illustrated).

Study the sequence carefully, noting these keypoints

:

a) Your horse-riding stance must be solid and unwavering.

b) It is important to understand the exact moments at which relaxation turns

to tension and tension is released to achieve relaxation, as well as the relative

positions of the arms and hands (fists) at these times.

c) When your arms have been tenseJ and snapped to your sides, you must be

able to see both hands in their most extended positions by peripheral vision

d) Look directly to your front throughout the performance of this exercise.

The use of the bow-drawing exercise is detailed in chapter five.

GOLDEN duck The name of this exercise, thin-ya dman lien, means “a golden duck

emerging from beneath a lotus leaf.’ What this means in practical terms will become
clear as the exponent practices the exercise The golden duck is a composite exercise,

involving stance, posture, and handwork, and forms the basis of skill in Chuka short-

punch, striking, and deflecting actions. Through master)' of the golden-duck exer-

cise the exponent learns how to deliver the phoenix-eve fist in a deceptive manner.

Only when this exercise is developed to a high degree of mechanical perfection can

the phoen.x-eye fist be used v, ith speed, accuracy, and force. The trainee may find

it helpful first to rcv»cw the characteristics of the Chuka phoenix-eye short-punch

method. Perform the golden-duck exercise as follows

1 . Assume a right horse-riding stance (fig 1).

2. Begin to raise both arms in front ofyour body ; as you bring your right arm

up, position it forward of and at a level higher than your left arm; keep both

hands open, palms turned down. Position your right arm in front of your hodv

with the elbow down and close to the right side-front of your both', the hand

positioned, palm up, at the level of your chest. Brng your open left hand palm

down, into a covering position in front of your midsection, the extended fingers

of that hand almost touching the inner underside of your right elbow (figs. 2. 3).

3. Turn the palm of your extended right hand upward by rotating the hand

slightly outward to your right , extend that arm directly in front of your body at

the level of your chest, but keep the elbow down (figs. 3, 4).

4 Begin to move your left hand forward underneath your extended right

arm, turning the palm of your right hand outward to your left Slide your left

arm upward and forward in contact with the underside of your extended right

arm, and at the same time begin to withdraw your right hand, palm facing up-

ward As your arms cross at the wrists, form your left hand into a phoenix-eye

list, the back of the fist facing your left (fig. 5).12 3 4
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5 Extend your left arm forward from under your right arm and deliver the left

phoenix-eye fist in short-punch fashion, rotating the fist clockwise, directly to

your front at the level ofyour solar plexus. Simultaneously, withdraw your right

arm and bring that hand, palm still upward, back into a covering position at the

right side-front of your body at the level of your solar plexus, extend the fingers

of that hand so that they almost touch the inner underside of your left elbow

(% 6)-

6. Continue by opening your punching left phoenix-eye fist and beg-n to draw
that arm backward At the same time extend your right arm and slide that open
hand forward, palm up, in contact with the inner underside of your left arm
(figs. 7, 8).

7 As your wrists cross, form a phoenix-eye fist with your right hand and de-
liver a short punch with that fist (rotate the fist counterclockwise) directly to your
iront at the ’cvcl of your solar plexus. At the same time continue to withdraw
your left arm until that hand comes into a covering position, palm up, at the level

of your solar plexus in front of ynur body, its extended fingers almost touching
your right elbow (figs. 9-11) Thu completes one sequence of the exercise.

8. Repeat these short-punching actions the desired number oftimes.

9 After making a final right short punch (fig. 11), return both hands to your

b) It is important to realize that this short-

punching action is performed with the punching

phoenix-eye fist emerging from behind and under-

neath the extended arm, with the hand of the ex-

tended arm t amed upward in imitation of a lotus

leaf floating on water The punching fist is the

“golden duck ’

It emerges from underneath the

'leaf' (your upturned hand) in a deceptive way, and

is screwed into the target Also recall that the wrist

of the punching arm is flexed, knuckles upward, so

that the hand and forearm resemble the contour of

a duck s head and neck

c) The punching arm is not fully extended. That

elbow is held down and in close to the body to

afford protection for the side-front of the body;

this covering role is in direct support of the free

open hand and arm, which cover the solar plexus

and the other side-front of the body

In chapter three a method for toughening the phocmx-

cyc fist is described, but without sufficient skill in the

delivery of the fist as described above, there is little

value in carrying out such training

a) Your horse-riding stance must be solid and unwavering
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5. Alternate punching in golden-duck fashion with right and left fists the de-

sired number of times.

6. After making a final right short punch, return to the modified ready posi-

tion to dose this exercise Do this by drawing your left leg inward and position-

ing that foot alongside your platform right foot; bring vour hands to your sides

(figs. 5. 4, 3. 2, 1). This concludes one cycle of the exercise

Observe the following keypoints in the practice of the stealing-hand exercise

a) Your stance must be solid and unwavering , do not pivot on your feet as you

punch.

b) Your hand actions must conform to the method of the golden-duck short

punch.

c) With each punch there must be a decided and forceful twist of your upper

body. The shoulder of your punching arm is driven well forward in support of

tile punch ; the opposite shoulder is withdrawn at the same tune. Notice also tlmt

your leading shoulder is dropped slightly, breaking the even level ofthe shoulders

that characterizes the golden-duck method. The stealing-hand short punch there-

fore. travels over a course that is slightly longer than that ofthe golden-duck short

punch and is delivered from a horse-riding stance with a central posture instead

of either a left or a right posture

The use of this exercise in training is explained later in this chapter (see the discussion

of the side-body-horsc strike).

stealing H an i» The expression tauU-shou means "stealing hand,” and this term is

applied to the exercise in which the exponent steals the initiative, that is, takes die

opportunity for attack away front an enemy Here, as in the previous exercises, it is

the exponent’s ability to assume and maintain a solid stance that gives this composite
exercise its training value. The practice of this exercise gives the exponent the basic

ingredients for learning how to deliver speedy, accurate, and forceful short punches
with lus phoenix-eye fists. Much of the mechanical action of the stealing-hand exer-
cise resembles that of the previous golden duck drill, but there arc some differences,

which will become clear in the practice of these two basic exercises. Perform the

stealing-hand exercise in this way

;

1 Stand in the modified ready position (fig 1)

2. Assume a horse-riding stance with a central posture To do this, arc-stco your
left loot widely to your left side, and raise and cross your arms in front of your
body at the level ofyour solar plexus, both hands open with palms down. Extend
your left arm forward from underneath, but firally position it above, your right

arm, left palm up; your right arm is held with hand open and palm down fingers

almost touching the inner underside of your left elbow (fig 2)

3. As your left foot settles securely onto the ground and you come into the

horse-riding stance, punch forward with your right phoenix-eye fist in the

short-punch manner of the golden duck; punch at the level of your solar plexus

(figs. 3. 4).

4. Immediately thereafter, punch forward with your left phoenix-eye fist in

similar fashion (figs. 5 6).
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aggressive hand In this compos-
ite exercise involving stance and posture,

subtle multiple forward displacements,

seizing and grasping actions, and the

golden-duck short-punch method, we
have a training exercise cal!cd Ita-kung

shou, meaning aggressive hand,’’ This

expression should not be confused with

the earlier bow-drawing exerase, which

appears to have the same name in Chi-
nese, the ideograms for the two terms

differ (see the glossary), By means cf the

aggressive-hand exercise the exponent

learns how to close with an enemy,

seize him, and subdue him by use of
short-punching actions. To perform

the aggressive- hand exercise:

1 Assume a right hanging-horse

stance (fig. 1),

2 Step forward with your right

leg in forward-horse fashion and

assume a right horse-riding stance;

at the same time execute a grasping

action with your right hand, turn-

ing that hand palm up (figs. 2, 3).

Immediately thereafter, from a

solid stance, deliver your left

f hocnix-cye fist in golden-duck

fashion straight forward in the

direction in which you have moved
and at the level of the solar plexus

of an enemy standing facing you.

As you short-punch, withdraw

your right arm, hand open and

palm up, to a covering position in

front of your body (figs. 4, 5).

Without hesitation, move forward

once again in forward-horse fash-

ion, and at the same time deliver

your right phoenix-eye fist in the

golden-duck manner to the enemy's

solar plexus; open your left hand

and withdraw your left arm, palm

up, to cover your inidbody area

(figs. 6. 7)
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3. Tim completes one sequence

ofthe exercise as made from a right

hanging-horse stance Repeat it the

desired number oftimes (two more

times are shown in the illustrations

in order to clarify the procedure;

figs. 8-19).

4 Continue the exercise (figs.

20-24) by turning to your left

and assuming a left hanging-horse

stance and then moving forward in

forward-horse fashion back in the
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direction from which you have
just conic, perform in equal num-
ber of sequences (two arc shown,
fgs 25-36)

5, Turn to your right and as-

sume a right hanging-hone stance

to complete one cycle of this ex-
ercise (figs. 37-39).

The keypoints to be observed sn per-
forming the aggressive-hand exercise

arc as follows (figs. 1A-6A):

££ ^9111|||H ' v. S
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a) Adhere to all the technical re-

quirements of the forward-horse

exercise

b) Study the graspng action as

shown in the keypo nt illustrations

Notice that the grasping hand is ro-

tated a bit inward, that is, counter-

clockwise. before the actual grasp

in a clockwise direction that brings

the open hand palm up before the

hand closes to make the grip. No-

tice also that you must move for-

ward as you make these actions.

c) Immediately after making the

grasping action, pul) that hand

back, open it, and use it to cover

your midbody area; as you do this,

mamtam your stance and deliver a

phoenix-eye short punch (left hand
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dodging-horse strike As the name of this com-
posite exercise suggests, the sew sun,-tah, or ‘ dodging
-horse) strike, consists of the dodging-horse pattern
of displacement combined with the golden-duck short-
punching tactics. It is the first exercise in which the
Cnuka trainee icams to dodge to one side and, at the
same time, to deliver a punch while moving forward. In
this exercise the exponent makes use of the two most
basic Chuka stance-posture combinations, the horse-
riding and the hangmg-horsc stances. This drill is im-
porting because it teaches the trainee how to evade an
enemy s frontal attack in order to converge with and
counterattack him on another line; it requires constant
practice if these tactics arc to he performed in a fluid and
effective way. Perform the dodging-horse strike in this

manner.

1 Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig. 1).

2 Arc -step your left foot widely to your left side

and position the foot with the toes pointing out-
ward Maintain your extended left arm, bent at the
elbow, in front of your body at the level of your
chest, the palm of the hand facing inward and the
fingers poinrng upward, your open right hand
covers your groin (fig, 2).

3 As your left foot comes into solid contact with
the ground, bend your left knee and shift your
weight onto your left leg as you turn your bod / a

bit to the left. Bring your free right leg inward, to

position that foot close to and inside your platform
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left foot; do not weight your right leg. Maintain the relative positions of your

arms and hands (fig 3).

4 Take a long step forward with your rght leg in the direction of your

right-front comer and assume a right horse-riding stance At the same time raise

your right arm and extend it forward hand open palm facing upward, at the

level of your chest, raise your bent left arm so that your open hand, palm facing

down, covers your solar plexus (fig 4).

5. As you tome into the horse-riding stance deliver a short punch with vour

left phoenix-eye fist at the level of the solar plexus ofan enemy facing you. doing

so in the golden-duck manner (fig. 5).

6. Hold your arms in their relative positions and keep their respective hand

formations,' but immediately withdraw your advanced right leg by sliding your

nght foot back to and inside your platform left foot (fig. 6).

7. Keep your weight on your left leg and, without pausing, slide-step your

right foot widely in an arc to your right side toes pointing outward; maintain

the relative positions ofyour arms and hands (fig 7).

8. As your rght foot settles into solid contact with the ground, bend that knee

and shift your weight onto that leg as you bring your left foot in near the inside

of your platform right foot; do not weight your left leg. Continue to maintain

the relative positions of your arms, but now open your left phoenix-eye fist and

begin to turn that hand palm upward (fig 8)

9. Step your left foot forward a long step in the d rcction of your left-front

corner At the same time raise your left arm and move it forward, that hand open,

palm lip, at the level of your chest: keep your bent right arm positioned, hand

open and palm up, in a covering position in front of your body (fig. 9).

10. As your advancing left foot comes into contact with the ground assume a

left horse-riding stance and at the same time deliver a short punch with your right

phoenix-eye fist in the golden-duck manner; withdraw your left arm to cover

your midbody area (fig. 10).

6 7
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1 1 Return to a left hanging-horse stance to complete one cycle of this cxcrcssc.
To do this, shift your weight onto your rear bent right leg and beg n to shde your
advanced free left foot backward toward the inside of your now platform right
foot. At the same time withdraw your extended right arm open that phocnix-cye
fist, and position that open hand, palm up, at the level ofyour solar plexus in front
of your body, Simultaneously, begin to extend your left arm, that hand open
with pa/m facing inward, in front of your body and at the level of your solar
plexus. Step your left leg a bit to your left, slide your right foot alongside your
left foot, shift your weight onto your right leg bend that leg, and assume a left

hanging-horse stance (9, 8, 1).

12 Repeat this exercise the desired number of times
13 Perform this exerc ise from a right hanging-horse stance (not illustrated).

The keypoints for the dodging-horse-stnkc exercise arc as follows

a) It is necessary to have sufficient skill in each of the separate mechanical
fundamentals that compri se this exercise ; the two stances (hanging-horsc and
horse-riding), the dodging-horsc manner of displacement, and the characteristic

short-punch action of Chuka Shaclin in golden-duck style.

b) Make your cvasionary steps to your left and right side very wide steps.

c) Make the forward step into the horse-riding stance a long one
d) The stance from which you deliver the short punch must be solid and un-

wavering.

c) Deliver your phocnix-cyc fist at the very nstant that you settle into the
horsc-nd-ng stance; notice that your punching arm is on the side opposite your
advanced leg.

0 Thc pattern ofyour footwork in making one complete cycle ofthis exercise
describes an imaginary triangle on the ground in front of you, the position of
your 'cadsng foot when you assume a horse-riding stance on either side constitut-
ing the apex of the triangle

side-body-horse strike The name of this exercise, sir/ sum-fall, means “side-

body (-horse) strike." It is a companion exercise ofthe dodging-horsc strike, differing

only in the pattern ofdisplacement and the number and directions ofthe short-punch-

ing actions. This exercise enables the exponent to deal quickly with multiple ene-

mies, evading them and striking out against them w ith the characteristic phocnix-cyc

fist of Chuka Shaohn Here we have a drill that trams the exponent to evade a

frontal enemy’s attack and take punching action aga.nst multiple enemies located to

left and right. Perform the side-body-horsc-strikc exercise as follows:

1 . Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig 1)

2 Step to your left side with your left leg, and position that foot with toes

pointing outward. Maintain your extended left arm, bent at the elbow, at chest

level in front of your body, the palm of that hand facing inward and downward

and the fngers pointing upwaid
;

your bent right arm. hand held open, palm far-

ing down, covers your groin (fig. 2)

3. As your left foot conics into solid contact with the ground, bend that knee

and shift your weight onto that leg, turning
p
our body a bit to your left as you

bring your free right leg inward to position that foot close to and inside your

platform left foot; do not weight your right leg (fig. 3).
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. « rwt .1 long step mrnuy rorwara witn your right leg and assume a right
horse-riding stance. At the same time r.rsc your right arm and move it forward
the hand held open with the palm facing upward at the level of your chest ; with
your bent left arm cover your solar plexus, left palm facing upward (figs. 4, 5).

5 As you come into the horse-riding stance, deliver a short punch with your
left phoenix-eye fist in the manner of the golden duck (fig. 6).

6. Fix your arms in their relative positions and maintain your respective hand
formations. Withdraw your advanced right leg by sliding that foot back toward
your platform left foot, but do not weight your right leg (fig. 7).

7. Keep your weight on your left leg and, without pause, slide-step your right

foot directly to your right side, your arms remain in the same relative positions,

with the hands in the same formations (fig. 8).

8. As your right foot comes solidly into contact with the ground, bend that
knee and shift your weight so that it is carried evenly over both feet; your left

knee is also bent Face directly forward This is the horse-riding stance with a cen-
tral posture. While you arc in this stance, alternately deliver a right phoenix-eye
fist in short-punch stealing-hand fashion directly forward to your front at the
level ofa frontal enemy s solar plexus, followed by a left phoenix-eye short punch
delivered in a similar fashion; reinforce these punches by turning your upper body
to the left and right, respectively, as you punch (figs. 9-12).

1 After completing your left short punch, maintain the relative positions of
your arms and keep the same hand formations as you shift your weight onto your
right leg. Slide your left foot up close against your platform right foot, the left

foot coming to the inside of the right foot, do not weight your left leg (fig. 13).

10. Immediately step directly forward with your left leg, and as that foot comes

into solid contact with the ground assume a left horse-riding stance. At the same

time deliver a right phoenix-eye short punch at the level of a frontal enemy's so-

lar plexus in the golden-duck manner (figs. 14, 15).

11 Return to the left lunging-horsc stance to complete one cycle of this exer-

cise Do this by shifting your weight onto your bent rear right leg and begin to

slide your advanced free left foot backward toward the inside of your platform

right foot. At the same time withdraw your extended right arm. open that hand,

and position the hand, palm up, at the level of your solar plexus in front ol sour
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body. Simultaneously, begin to extend your left arm. the palm of that hand fac-
mg.inward and downward in front of your body at the level of your chest. Step
your left leg .1 bit to your left, slide your right foot up alongside your left foot,
shift your weight onto your right leg, bend that leg. and assume a left hanging-
horse stance (figs. 14. 13, I).

b

12 Repeat this exercise the desired number of times
13. Perform this exercise from a right hanging-horse stance in a similar fishion

(not illustrated).

The following keypoints should be carefully noted in performing the sidc-bodv-
horsc strike:

;

a) You must have sufficient skill in both the golden-duck method of short
punching and the stealing-hand tactic

b) Deliver your golden-duck phoenix-eye fist while making your forward
displacements and at the instant that you arc settling into the hot .c-rid ng siance.N

^

t lat your punching arm is on the side opposite your advanced leg.
c) When you assume the horse-riding stance with a central posture you must

pum 1 alternately left and right from a solid and unwavering stance your feet
should not pivot as you do this. Turn your body so as to thrust the shoulder of
your punching arm forward into the punch.

d) The pattern of your footwork in making one complete cycle of this exercise
describes a U shape or open-ended rectangle 011 the ground; your leading feet,
while in the horse-riding stance on cither side, constitute the open ends of the
legs of this imaginary figure

plucking the MOON thom the SEA The name of this exercise, hoi tec hitI yell.

“plucking the moon from the sea," refers to the key hand action of the exercise. To the

Chuka exponent this exercise is a drill in successfully combining the sidc-body-horsc

displacement with the golden-duck method of short punching and a deceptive sud-

den lowering of the body to the ground—a crouching posture—from which position

a hand is used in a plucking fashion to tear at the enemy’s testicles. The use ofthis hand

is based on applying the open tiger-paw formation but requires less force than is nor-

mally associated with the use of the tiger-paw. Perform the moon-plucking exercise

as follows:

1. Stand in the ready position (fig. I).

2. Assume a left hanging-horse stance (figs. 2. 3).
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3. Take an cvasionary step to your left side with your left leg and then step
forward with your right leg, in the manner of the side-body-horsc displacement
to assume a right horsc-r ding stance. At the same time that you come into this
stance deliver your left phoenix-eye fist, in golden-duck fashion, forward at the
level of a frontal enemy's solar plexus (figs. 4-8).

4 After completing the punch withdraw your advanced r.glu leg as you didm the sidc-boJy-horsc exercise and step it widely to your right side (figs 9, 10).
Before you fully weight your right leg. sink to the ground on that knee and turn
the inner edge of your right foot to the ground Open your left phoenix-eye fist
and begin to withdraw that arm. and at the same time bring your right arm. that

hand open, forward and underneath your left arm, crossing your arms at the

wrists (fig 1 1).

5. From your crouching position, reach forward with your open right hand

and make a plucking action at the level of a standing frontal enemy's testicles,

Brin.; your left arm and open hand, pahn down, into a covering position in front

of your body at the level of yoor solar plexus (fig 12).

6. Immediately thereafter rise in place (figs. 13, 14), and step a bit to your right

side with your right, fool and assume a right horse-riding stance. As you come into

this stance, twist your upper body to your right and short-punch forward in that

direction with your left phocnix-cyrc fist in golden-duck fashion (figs. 15-17).
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7 Now step forward with your left leg in die direction of your left-front

corner and short-punch forward at the level of your solar plexus with your right

phoenix-eye fist in the golden-duck manner (figs. 18-21).

8. Withdraw your advanced left leg by retreating and side-stepping to your

left in the manner of the sidc-body-horsc exercise and sink to the ground on your

left knee, turning the inner edge of that foot to the ground (figs. 22, 23).

9. As you assume a crouching position on your left knee, open your right

phoenix-eye fist and begin to withdraw that arm, and at the same tune bring

your left arm, hand open, forward from underneath your right arm, crossing

your arms at the wrists (fig. 24).

18 19 20

10 Reach forward with your open left hand and make a plucking action at th<

level ofa standing frontal enemy's testicles; bring your right arm and open hand,

palm down, into a covering position in front of your body at the level of your

solar plexus (fig. 25).

11. Quickly rise in place (fig 26) and step directly to your left side a bit w.th

your left foot Assume a left horse-riding stance, twist your upper body to your

left, and punch forward in this new direction with your right phoenix-eve fist in

the golden-duck manner (figs. 27, 28).

12. Return to the left hanging-horse stance to complete one cycle of the exer-

cise. Do this by shifting your weight onto your bent right leg and begin to slide
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your advanced free left foot backward and inward toward tiic inside ofyour now
platform right foot. Ar the same time withdraw your extended r*ght arm. open
that fist, and position the open hand, palm up, at the level of your solar plexus in

front of your body Simultaneously, begin to extend your left arm, that hand
palm down, from undcrncatli your right arm to a position in front of.ycur body
at the level of your solar plexus (figs. 29 31).

13. Repeat the exercise the desired number of times.

14 Perform the exercise from a right hanging-horse stance in a similar fashion
(not illustrated).

The following keypoints apply to performing the moon-plucking exercise:

a) You must have sufficient skill in making the sidc-body-horsc displacement
from the hanging-horse stance to the horse-riding stance.

b) When in the crouching position on one knee, you must fully protect your
body with your hands and arms. It is essential that you twist your bod to assist

the plucking action ofyour extended hand as you "pluck the moon from the sea.”
Do not rest in this crouching position but keep full tension in your leg muscles so
that you can instantly rise and continue your plan of action.

29 30 31

THRUST-penf.trate-CATCII-TEAR hand The name of this exercise is clia-thiug

slum, or "thrust-pcnctratc-catch-tcar hand.” describing a devastating method ot hand-

work in which the hands arc thrust spearlikc into a vital spot on the enemy, there to catch

and tear at the target with the tiger-paw as a prelude to delivery of the phoenix-eye

fist. The success of this tactic depends entirely on the trainee’s ability to move qnicklv

from the hanging-horse to the horse-riding stance, to maintain stability while in the

latter stance, and to use his hands in a precise way to attack the vital points on an ene-

my’s body. Perform the tlirust-pcnetratc-caich-icar-hand exercise as follows:

1 . Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig. 1)

2. Are-step your left foot to your left-front corner and assume a left horse-

riding stance. As your left foot comes into solid contact with die ground, thrust

your right spear-hand forward at the level of a frontal enemy’s solar plexus

(thrust). Bring your left arm back, the left palm facing you and covering your

solar plexus (figs. 2-4)

3. As you maintain a solid left horse-riding stance, flex the spear-hand wrist to

point the fingers downward (penetrate, fig. 5).

4 Maintain your left horse-riding stance as you rotate your spear-hand palm

down and open the hand by spreading the fingers a bit: immediately curl the

fingers and then tense them as if grasping some object (catch ; figs. 6. 7).

5. Execute a short pulling action with your right hand (fair fig. 8).

6. Maintain the left horse-riding stance and relative hand positions, but pivot

your advanced left foot on tbc lied to a tocs-outward position (fig- 9).

7. Shift your weight fully onto your bent left leg and bring your retreated right

leg forward, that foot coming up close to and inside your platform left foot; keep

your arms and hands in their relative positions (fig. 10).
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8. Tuns to your right and quickly step your right foot to your right side and
assume a right horse-riding stance (fig II). As you come into this stance, twist

your upper body to your right and deliver your left spear-hand forward in this

new direction at the level of a frontal enemy's solar plexus (thrust)

;

the fingers of
your right hand, palm up, touch your left elbow. Flex the left spear-hand so that

the fingers point downward
(
penetrate ; fig 12) and follow up by rotating your

spear-hand, palm down, as you open that hand and splay the fingers to make
a grasping action (catch; figs, 13, 14).

9 While you maintain the right horse-riding stance, execute a short pulling

action with your left hand (tear; fig. 15)

10. Shift your weight onto your bent left leg (fig. 16). Quickly withdraw
your right leg and bring that foot up close to and inside your platform left foot.



12. Conclude one cycle of this exercise by returning to a left hanging-horse

stance. Do this by momentarily shifting your weight onto your advanced left leg

and sliding your rear right foot to a position underneath your body, then weight-

ing that bent leg and bringing your advanced left leg back into a hanging position

in front of you. As you do this, lower both arms, then cross them in front of your

body at the level ofyour solar plexus, the right hand, palm up, over the left hand,

palm down (figs. 23-25).

13. Repeat the exercise the desired number of times.

14. Perforin the exercise from a right hanging-horse stance in a similar fashion

(not illustrated)

but do not weight the leg (fig. 17). W.thout a pause, turn your body to the left

,
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,ght fo°' backward "lS y°u cross your arms in front of vour body

at the level of your solar plexus With this backward step deliver a right spear-hand forward, thrusting at the level ofa frontal enemy’s solar plexus (thrust) bring
the fingers of your left hand into contact with your right elbow Then flex the
right spear hand, fingers pointing down {penetrate-, figs. 18. 19) Follow this bv
rotating your spear-hand palm down, opening and splaying the fingers, to make
a grasping action (catch ; figs. 20, 2
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with your right hand (tear; fig. 22)
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1 he following keypoints should be con-
sidered when perfornung the thrust-

penetratc-catch-tcar-hand exercise:

a) The delivery of the spear-

hand thrust) is made in the man-
ner of the handwork that accom-
panies the deLvery of the phoenix-
cyc fist sn golden-duck fashion. The
spear-handemerges from underneath

the outstretched free hand; the free

hand is simultaneously withdrawn
to a covering position, palm up,

fsngcrs touching the elbow of the

arm delivering the spear-hand.

b) The thrust-penctratc-catch-

tcar action of the hand is vital to

this exercise. Study the details of
this action in figures 1A-5A,

pefi-ecting-striking hand When die Chuka exponent wishes to deflect an ag-

gressor's striking arm and then take advantage oi this momentary opening in the ag-

gressor’s defense by delivering a combination of the phoenix-eye fist in short-punch

fashion and a downward deflection with the punching arm, he depends upon basic

skills learned in the exercise called teau-kher shou, "deflecting and striking hand." In

this exercise the exponent has the essentials for making a speedy counterattack, base I

on the ability to assume and maintain the horse-riding stance after making short

displacements. Perform the dcflecting-strihing-hand exercise as follows.

1 Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig. 1).

2 Are-step your left leg forward in the direction of your left- front corner and

assume a left horse-riding stance (figs. 2, 3) As you come into this stance, extend

your right arm forward and diagonally upward from underneath your left arm,

which ^simultaneously being withdrawn. From a solid horse-riding stance, and

just before your right arm reaches full extension, stop its forward and upward

movement and deflect outward with the inner edge of your forearm and wrist

by rotating the right palm upward to bring the inner edge of the arm facing out-

ward, away from you. At the same tune withdraw your eft arm unti t ic fingers

of that hand, palm up. touch your right elbow (fig. 4).

3 Quickly form your right hand into a piiocn x-eve fist (fig. 5).
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6. Step your right leg forward in the direction of your right-front corner and
assume a right horse-riding stance As you come into this stance extend vcmr
i« ft inn forward and dsagonahy upward from underneath your right arm. which
is simultaneously being withdrawn into a covering position (fig. 9). From a solid
I orsc-nding stance, and just before your left arm reaches full extension, stop its

forward aid upward movement, and deflect it outward forcefully by rotating
the left palm upward; this circular snap-action brings the inner edge of your
forearm and wrist to face outward, away from you.Withdraw ypur right arm,
hand open, until the fingers of that hand, palm up. touch your left cibnw"(fig. 10)'

7 Immediately form your left hand into a phoenix-eye fist and deliver that fist

diagonally downward to the level ofa frontal enemy’s navel or groin A clockwise
screw-in action of that fist brings it knuckles up as it strikes the'target this action
also provides an outward and downward deflection made with die outer edge of’

your left forearm (figs 11 12),

8 Shift your weight onto your bent rear left leg, open your left phoenix-eve
fist, and begin to withdraw your advanced right leg to bring the right foot close
to and inside your platform left foot; do not weight your right leg. Position your
bent left arm over your right arm at the level of your solar plexus as von turn a
bit to your left (figs. 13, 14).
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9. Without pausing step your right foot backward and assume a left horse-

riding stance. While making tins step, extend your right arm forward and diago-

nally upward from underneath your left arm, which is simultaneously being with-

drawn From a solid left horse-riding stance, just before your right arm reaches

full extension stop its forward and upward movement by deflecting it outward;
forcefully rotate the right palm upward so that this circular snap-action brings the

inner edge of your forearm to face outward, away from you. Withdraw' your
left arm unt! the fingers of that hand, palm up, touch your right elbow (fit; IS).

10 Quickly form a right phocn!X-cyc fist and deliver that fist diagonally

downward to the level ofa frontal enemy's navel or groin; the counterclockwise

scrcw-in action of your punching fist brings it knuckles up as it strikes the target

Your bent left arm left hand palm up, fingers touching your right elbow,

provides cover for your midbody area. This punching action also generates an

outward deflection made with the outer edge of your forearm (figs. 16, 17).

11. Conclude one cycle of this exercise by returning to a left hanging-horse

stance by momentarily shifting your weight onto your advanced left leg and

sliding your rear right foot to a position underneath your body then weighting

that bent leg and bringing your advanced left leg back into a hanging position

in front of you. As you do this, cross your arms, palms down, right over left, in

front of your body at the level of your solar plexus (figs 18-21).

12 Repeat the exercise the desired number of times.

13 Perform the exercise from a right hanging-horse stance in a similar fashion

(not illustrated).

The following keypoints apply to the dcflccting-striking-hand exercise:

a) The inner edge of your forearm and wrist is used for deflection when the

outer edge of your wrist first comes into contact with the enemy’s attacking arm.

Only then is the snap-rotation of the arm applied, and it is this centrifugal force

that misdirects the attacker’s arm, flinging it outward, off its intended course, and

away from the Chuka exponent, at this instant the aggressor is open to counter-

attack.

b) The delivery of your phoenix-eye fist diagonally downward is combined

with an outward deflecting action of the outer edge of your punching arm.

Chuka exponents liken these deflections to a cutt ng action, that is, one that

brushes aside any' oncoming attacking member.



leg-stopping kick An enemy who is advancing to

launch an attack can sometimes be effectively disrupted

by utilizing what the Chuka exponent calls tan chian,

leg-stopping kick. A well-directed forward thrust-

kick made in the fashion of a leg-stopping kick is an

obstacle to the oncoming enemy, for it is designed to

check his forward movement at a low level that is dif-

ficult to evade, thus scattering the focus of his power. A
leg-stopping kick can also be directed to cause the enemy
severe injury, To perform the leg-stopping kick:

1. Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig. 1).

2. Turn the toes of the foot ofyour advanced left

leg outward a bit and put the foot solidly on the

ground, bend the knee, and weight the leg. At the

same time extend your right arm, palm open and

facing your left, at the level of your throat. With-
draw your left arm, hand held open, to a position

near the inside of your right elbow, palm facing

inward to cover your solar plexus Begin to bring

your right leg forward (fig. 2)

3. Raise your right leg and bring it forward so

that the thigh is parallel to the ground, right tool

directly under the upraised knee. Jut your heel

downward (dorsal Hex?on). Withdraw your right

arm to position that hand, palm up, at your right

side-front, and begin to move your left arm, that

hand with palm facing down, forward anti down
over your right knee (fig. 3).

4 Maintain a bent left platform leg as you de-

liver a forward thrust-kick with your right leg to

the level of a frontal enemy’s kneecap; turn the toes

of your kicking right foot slightly outward as you

kick, and use the sole of the foot near the heel as a

striking surface At the same time your extended

left arm. hand open with palm facing down, covers

your right knee; your right hind, palm facing tip.

covers the right side-front ofyour body (figs. 4, 5).

5 Quickly return your kicking leg to the po-

sition shown in figure 3. then step it back and down

to the ground. Once more assume the left hanging-

horse stance (figs. 2, 1) This completes one cycle ot

the leg-stopping-kick exercise.

6. Repeat the exercise the desired number of

times.

7. Perform the lcg-stoppmg-kick exercise from

a right hanging-horse stance (not illustrated).

Stud)' the following kevpomts of the leg-stopping kick

as shown from the side in figures 1 A-7A :

a) The platform foot must be turned toes out be-

fore it can be fully weighted and the kick effectively

delivered.

b) The kicking foot is turned toes outward and

up as the thrust-kick is being made. This brings the

wide part of the sole of the foot into play as a strik-

in surface; but the heel portion of the sole should

be used for best effect.
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For sonic sliaolin exponents the kicking actions arc the
central techniques, and some systems, those of northern
sliaolm in particular, arc said to place a great deal ofem-
phasis on the use of the legs for delivering kicks against
an enemy. In Chuka Sliaolm a variety of different kicks
is practiced, but at the basic level of training, which is

what we arc dealing with in this book, only four kinds
of kicks arc studied.

One outstanding characteristic is common to the four
basic kinds ot Cluika kicks: all arc delivered to relatively
low target areas on an enemy's body. This is because
the Cluika exponent believes that higher-aimed kicks
travel over a longer distance, and consequently the
kicker is left standing longer on one leg a position that
c.m more rcadi.y be exploited by a cleverenemy than one
on two legs that allows mobility. Another valid reason
die Chuka exponent prefers to deliver his kicks to low
target areas is that such kicks cannot easily be blocked or
deflected. Thus, such targets as the instep, shin, groin,
and thigh arc frequently the most popular. The solar

p exits and heart areas arc also chosen, and repress nt the
highest targets preferred by the Chuka exponent.

lightning kick. The Cliuka exponent calls his special
kind of straight-rising forward snap-kick smi-ticn chimi.
“lightning kick.' This kick must be delivered with great
speed, accuracy, and force if it is to be effective, but a
sense of timing is also important. The lightning kick is

best delivered against an enemy when lie least .suspects
it or at the instant that lie is least able to deal with it by
evasionary movement, blocking, or deflecting. The
lightning kick is usually directed at the groin, knee
joints, thigh muscles, solar plexus, or rihs. To perform
the lightning kick:

1. Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig. 1).

I
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2. pivot your advanced left foot a bit outward to

your left, shift your weight forward over that leg.

and bend that knee. At the same time extend your

right arm forward from underneath your left arm,

right hand open, palm facing to your left at the level

ofyour throat, fingers pointing upward Bring your

leu arm back, that hand open, palm facing upward,

covering your solar plexus (fig. 2).

3 With your weight fully on your bent platform

left leg. begin to bring your trailing right leg for-

ward, Extend your left arm, that hand open with

palm facing down, over your right thigh. Begin to

withdraw your right arm and position tint hand,

open with palm facing upward, at your right side

to cover the right side-front of your body at the

level of your solar plexus. Maintain a firm platform

left leg, knee slightly bent (fig. 3).

4 Raise your right leg. bent at the knee, so that

your thigh is parallel to the ground and the right

foot is directly below the knee. At the same time

cover your advanced right knee with the open left

siand, palm down, and position vour right arm.

hand open and palm facing inward, so that the hand

is near the right side-front of your body in a cover-

ing position (fig. 4).

5 From your solid platform left leg. knee slight-

ly bent, deliver a forward straight-rising snap-kick

with your right leg. kicking to the height of a fron-

tal enemy s solar plexus. Kick by full) extending

your right kicking leg forward anil extending anil

flexing your right foot so that the toes point for-

ward (plantar flexion). At the same time your open

left hand, palm down, continues to cover your

right knee and your open right hand covers tin-

right side-front of your body (fig. 5).

6- Immediately after completing the kick, return

your kicking leg to the position shown m figure 4

before stepping it back and down to the ground be-

hind you. Once again assume a left hanging-horse

stance (figs. 3, 2, 1) This completes one cycle of the

liglitmng-kick exercise.

7 Repeat the exercise the desired number of

times.

8 Perform the liglitmng-kick exercise from a

right hanging-horse stance, kicking with your left

leg (not illustrated).
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Study the lightning-kick exercise from the side-view photographs shown in figures

IA-7A Observe the following keypoints:

a) When you weight your leading leg in the hanging-horse stance, that foot

must be turned slightly outward. Keep a slight bend in this platform leg through-
out the exercise.

b) Maintain your posture in the hanging-horse stance as you deliver the kick

:

hollow your chest, arch your back convcxly, and tuck in your buttocks tightly

Focus your eyes on a frontal enemy.

c) There arc several areas on the kicking foot that may be used as striking

surfaces in employing the lightning kick : the tips of the toes (useful when footgear

is worn) can be directed against the groin, thighs, or solar plexus; the ball of the

foot (with or without footgeat) is useful against any target on the human body;

and the instep (with or without footgear) is best used to strike upward against the

testicles. .

d) Study the protective covering role of the arms and hands, noting that toe

kicking knee is always covered by the open palm of the arm on the side ol the

body opposite the kicking leg, while the side-front of the body on the same side

as the kicking leg must be protected by the other arm and open hand.

e) Keep your shoulders level as you kick Do not bob up and down or ti t to

one side. Firmly fix the ankle of your platform leg to maintain a secure and

stable one-legged stance while kicking.

heart-penetrating K.CK The name of this kick, ckuan-sitt chiati, means heart-

penetrating kick" and suggests the explosive suddenness, pinpoint accuracy, and

penetrating force that the Chuka exponent seeks to achieve in the delivery ol this

devastating kick Effective delivery of this forward straight-rising thrust-kick requires

constant training. The following exercise is traditionally used to develop the me-

chanics of this kick. Perform the heart-penetrating kick as follows:
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1. Assume a left hanging-horse stance (fig. I)

2. Turn the foot of your advanced left leg a hit outward and weight that leekeeping the knee bent Maintain the extended position of your left arm. left haftd
open, palm facing your right-front corner, fingers pointing upward, but brine
your ope i right hand inward to a covering position, palm up, at the right side-
or of your midbody. At the same time raise your trailing right leg and bring it

forward so that your thigh is parallel to the ground, right foot directly under die
knee. Jut the right heel downward (dorsal flexion: fig 2),

3 Maintain your solid platform left leg. knee bent, and the relative positions

of your arms and hands as you deliver a forward straight-rising thrust-kick with

your right leg to the level of a frontal enemy's heart. Use the jutting heel of your

kicking foot as a striking surface (fig. 3).

4 Quickly withdraw your kicking right foot, bringing the right thigh parallel

to the ground, the foot under the knee (fig. 2).

5. Step back and down to the ground with your raised right leg and once again

assume a left hanging-horse stance (figs. 2, 1). This completes one cycle of tins

kicking exercise.

6. Repeat the heart-penetrating kick the desired number of times.

7. Perform this kicking exercise from a right hanging-horse stance in a simil ir

fashion, using your left leg to kick (not illustrated)

Study the heart-penetrating kick as show n Irom the side in figures 1A-(>A The
following keypoints apply to performing this kick :

a) Your arms and hands must maintain the same relative positions in pro-

tective roles tint they do in the lightning kick.

b) Keep your shoulders level as you kick. Do not bob up and dow n or till to

one side. Your platform leg, ankle firm, must be bent at the knee, and the foot

turned slightly outward to achieve stability on one leg. Focus your eyes directly

at a frontal enemy.

c) Your posture remains that of the hanging-honk- stance when you kick: chest

hollowed, back arched convcxly. buttocks tucked in tightly.

d) This kick is directed only at the enemy's heart area, and the heel alone is

used as the striking surface.



deflecting kick An expert Chuka exponent is adept at using a special kind of

forward arc -kick to deflect an enemy’s kicking leg as it is being launched. Such a kick

is especially useful when the enemy confines himself to delivering kicks to low target

areas, which arc difficult to deflect by use of the hands and arms. The deflecting kick

is called tetiu chum, and through its use the Chuka exponent can literally pick off his

enemy s kick in/midair and spin the kicker off to one side or the other When the

enemy is dealt a deflecting kick he is momentarily left wide open to any further action

that the Chuka exponent may wish to take Perform the deflecting kick in the follow-

ing manner

1. Assume a left hangmg-horsc stance (fig. 1).

2. Turn the toes of your advanced left leg outward and bring that foot solidly

into contact with the ground; bend that knee, then shift your weight over your

left leg. Raise your right leg and bring it forward , as you do this, point your toes

downward (plantar flexion) but turn your foot slightly outward. At the same time

that your t ight leg comes forward, momentarily extend your right arm, hand

held open with palm down, at chest level in front of you; also withdraw votir

left arm, hand open and palm down, to cover your solar plexus (figs. 2-4)

3. Maintain your bent platform left leg, alter the relative positions of vour

arms and hands, and deliver an arc-kick forward to the level of your solar plexus.

Twist your upper body to your right as you kick, and extend your left arm to

cover your right knee with the open palm of that hand. At the same time with-

draw your right arm. hand open and palm down, to cover the right side-front

of your body. Use the outer edge of your kicking foot and the shinbone of your

kicking leg as a striking surface (figs. 5, 6).
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b) Keep your body in the posture of the hanging-horse stance as you deliver

the kick: chest hollowed, back curved convcxly, buttocks tucked in tightly. Focus
your eyes to the front.

c) It is i mportant to extend the ankle of your kicking leg by pointing your
toes down and turning the foot slightly outward before you deliver the kick.

Notice that the inside edge of the kicking foot faces your front before the de-
livery of the kick.

d) Also notice that after kicking the kicking leg is withdrawn, its foot in a

normal position with toes forward and pointing down
c) Keep your shoulders level as you kick; do not bob up and down."r : S'

s Jk.
\
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CHAPTER

TRAINING

Chuka Shaolin Etiquette

A though Chuka Shaolin is first and foremost a fighting art, its intrinsic spirit is one of
d Tense There is a certain amount of formal etiquette chat each exponent of this art

observes and in which the defensive spirit of the art is readily seen The customary
Chuka etiquette, based on the practical necessities that surround the study of self-

defense. is referred to as pa ivang eh’in jiu, literally, "feudal lord serving wine
"

chuka handsign The handsign is a characteristic form of etiquette among all ex-
ponents of shaolin In the Chuka system the handsign is called thing. By use of a spe-
cial handsign the Chuka exponent is able both to identify himself and to determine
whether the person he meets is a genuine exponent of the Chuka art.

There arc other purposes behind the use of the Chuka handsign, all of which are

practical n nature, that must be well understood by the trainee Fsrst and foremost,
the handsign must afford the user sufficient readiness in an emergency situation, as

"’hen he is being threatened by an enemy. Secondly, the handsign allows its user to

greet friend and foe alike in a respectful and polite manner By proper use of the

Chuka handsign the exponent exhibits an outward ca*ns and dignity and renders a

refined formal greeting that is not offensive to the receiver

To the friend ofthe exponent who renders the Chuka handsign is extended a warm
greeting in the spirit of brotherhood; no aggressive action is planned, and none is ex-
pected from the recipient of the handsign To the enemy, however, the Chuka hand-
sign formal y reflects a deep strength ofcharacter in the user, it radiates the user's self-

confidence and resoluteness, and shows his general combative alertness. Should the

enemy harbor aggressive intentions, and should these intentions be 'read' by the

Chuka exponent, then a simple modification of the normai handsign brings the Chuka
exponent to an even greater state of combative readiness. Let us take a closer look at

the two forms of the Chuka Shaolin handsign

Wiicn the Chuka handsign is used as a greeting made in a spirit desiring no conflict

with the one bc.ng greeted, the handsign is rendered from the normal upright posture

used in standing or walking Make the Chuka handsign in the following way

:
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1 Stand in a natural posture, feet aligned and close together, with your arms
by your sides. Focus your eyes to the front, directly at the person or persons you
arc greeting (fig. 1).

2 Position your hands at your left side at the level of your lowest rib Form
your right hand in a phoenix-eye fist, the back of that hand facing your front;

form your left hand in a spear-hand, fingers pointing directly forward. Bring the

projecting forefinger knuckle of your right phoenix-eye fist into contact with
the center of the palm ofyour left spear-hand (fig. 2).

3 Maintaining the relative positions of contact between your kinds, move
the hands forward as a unit and center them a short distance in front ofyour body
at the level of your solar plexus. In moving your hands forward, bring the back
of your phoenix-eye fist to flee upward and the fingers of your left spear-hand
to point diagonally upward at a 43-degree angle to your right-front corner
(fig. 3)

Should conditions require that the Chuka exponent using this handsign exercise

greater alertness in the face of an impending attack, he will make one slight modifi-
cation to the normal handsign When the Chuka handsign is carefully examined, it

wi! be noticed that the spear-hand is purposely not trained on the recipient of the

handsign nor is the phoenix-eye list positioned in a threatening way But when an

emergency arises, by rotating his hands forward as a unit the Cl.uka exponent can train

both his spear-hand and phoenix-eye fist on an enemy facing Imn, a position from
which these natural weapons can very easily be brought into action should the enemy
become aggressive (fig. 4). This is a very subtle change in hand positions. Study this

conversion of the normal Chuka handsign into a more combative form in figures 3A,
3B and 4 A, 4B

salutations for pattern practice Another very important form of Chuka
etiquette is the ch’iwn-li, a formal greeting or salutation used when making a demon-
stration of skill in the manner of the prearranged patterns ofexercise This salutation

expresses the performer s respect for his art, for all teachers and instructors past and

present, for his seniors and training mates, and for those who arc watching his per-

formance. The eh uan-li is rendered prior to the commencement ofa demonstration of

ski ! and once again at the conclusion of the performance, the opening eh uin-li and

closing ch uan-li are performed somewhat d ffcrcntly but must never be omitted when
practicing the patterns (see chapter four)

Us ng the Fundamental Exercises

In chapter two the fundamental training exercises involving stance and posture, body

displacements, and the tactics of punching, deflecting, and k eking were introduced.

In this section we will describe how the various fundamentals can best be utilized in

the exponent s training program.

Every advanced exponent of Chuka Shaoiin probably has his own special way of

training with regard to both content and method. But at the basic level of Chuka

training, the time-tested orthodox methods arc most desirable. Taken in their sug-
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gcstcd order, that in which they appear in chapter two, ail the fundamental exer-
cises should be practiced at every training session. The total time required will
amount to one and a half to two hours of steady exercise. The t.mc may be altered
to suit the individual s capacsty and schedule, but it is important that the trainee be
i »nest with himself and realize that too much abbreviated training will accomplish
very little for him r

THE TWO stances and their postures The horse-riding stance should be
assumed and maintained without motion in each of its postures central, right, and
:tc At t r>t the trainee should hold a static stance and posture for about two minutes,
making the total time for this training about six minutes Advanced trainees are able to
h d themselves motionless in each posture of this stance for ten minutes

After resting about two minutes the trainee should stand motionless in the hanging-
horse stance, devoting two minutes each to its left and right postures Total time for
training is about four minutes Strong exponents hold themselves motionless in each
posture of this stance for fifteen minutes.

THE THREE displacements Auer taking a two-minute rest the trainee should
perform each method ofbody displacement at least twenty times per cycle Thus, the
t arward-hor <c exercise requires the trainee to make at least ten displacements each in
the right and left postures of the horse-riding stance. Strong exponents measure their
training m this exercise in terms of the distance they cover often moving a hundred
meters ,n each posture. Hie trainee should then immediately proceed to the next two
displacement exercises, the dodging-horsc and the side-body horse Take no rest
between your performance of these drills. Perform at least five cycles ofeach exercise
Advanced exponents do at least ten cycles of each exercise.

fhc tota time for basic training in body displacement drills is about three minutes,
c trainee should then rest at least two minutes before conttnu ng with training in

handwork b

the nin e handwork exercises Perform at least five cycles each of the bow-
drawing-hands exercise in the right and left postures of the horsc-nding stance Total
time f< r the performance of this drill is about five minutes. Advanced exponents do
ten ci clcs in each posture. Go on immediately to the next exercise
The golden-duck exercise is especially important, and the trainee will do well

never to omit it from any training session no matter how pressed he is for time He
should perform at least twenty-five short punches with each fist in one cycle of tins
exercise, and should perform it in both the right and loft postures of the horse-riding
stance. One cycle will suffice, and training rime will be about one and a half minutes
Some advanced exponents punch fifty times with each fist; others seek to get as many
short punches into the space of one minute as they can.

After taking a rest ofabout two minutes rise trainee should continue with the steal-

ing-hand exercise, performing twenty-five alternating short punches with each
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phoenix-eye fist in one cycle. Total drill time here is about one and a half minutes.

Advanced exponents follow the same procedure as for the golden-duck exercise.

Rest about two minutes.

Make ten displacements each in the right and left postures of the horse-riding stance

tor one cycle of the aggressive-hand exercise One cycle is sufficient The time

needed will be about three minutes. Advanced exponents use this exercise in the same
way as the forward-horse exercise

After taking a two-minute rest, perform five cycles each ofthe dodging-horsc-stnkc

and the stde-body-horse-strike exercises in each of the two postures of the hanging-

horse stance, taking no rest between the drills. Total training time for this procedure is

about five minutes. Advanced exponents use these exercises in a manner similar to the

dodging-horsc and sidc-body-horsc displacement exercises

When plucking the moon from the sea. ’ perform five consecutive cycles in each

of the two postures of the hangmg-horsc stance. Total training time will be about

three minutes. Advanced exponents perform about ten cycles in each posture of this

stance Rest two minutes.

In the thrust-penctrate-catch-tear-hand exercise, five cycles should be performed

in each posture of the hanging-horse stance, with no rest taken betw ccn the drills.

Total time for this procedure is about three minutes Ad vanced exponents should per-

form ten cycles in each posture

Without rest go into the dcflccung-striking-hand exercise, also performing five

cycles of the exercise in each posture of the hangmg-horsc stance. Training time for

this procedure is about three minutes. Then take a five-minute rest Advanced expo-

nents do ten cycles.

the four kicks Each of the four methods of delivering kicks should be per-

formed at least ten times in each posture of the hanging-horse stance, taking about

a one-minute rest between the different kicks, Total training time here is about eight

minutes. Advanced exponents perform similarly without resting betw een the dif-

ferent kicks.

pattern training When a trainee has completed the above drills in the Chuka

fundamentals, he should turn his attention to the performance of the basic Chuka pat-

tern. kai-san (see chapter four). Two performances of this p. ttcm arc adequate at the

basic level of rhuning. If the trainee takes a three-minute rest between the perform-

ances, his total training time will be about fifteen minutes. Advanced exponents gen-

erally perform three to five repetitions of this pattern

self-defense training When a trainee has become sufficiently grounded in

Chuka fundamentals, that is, when he is able to perform the various exercises corrcriLy,

he will do well to make a study of self-defense. In this lie should be guided by the

self-defense situations anil their recommended responses as outlined in chapter five I !c

may practice Ins responses over the whole range of situations or concentrate on one
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area of study emphasizing a particular kind of situation' dealing with punching and
striking attacks, dealing with kicking attacks, dealing with being grabbed, and so
forth Or he may prefer to practice only one situation and its response repeatedly so
as to reinforce his skill sn that response. About thirty minutes should be allotted
to the study of self-defense in any one training program

training HABITS Every trance wonders exactly how much training is necessary
While the professional exponent, whether student or instructor, generally seeks to
tra.n dai’y, the average person simply docs not have that amount of leisure He must
be honest with himself, however, and if possible try to put in two or three sessions a
week, preferably on alternate day's.

At the beginning of his training, when the trainee knows relatively little about his
art, he wi I find that the fees- basic exercises he must practice will not necessarily cause
him to overexert himself. But as more exercises are added he soon discovers chat
shaolin training is a dynamic physical regimen from which a day of rest now and-then
w ill prove to be valuable. It is while resting that the body grows strong, not while exer-
cising It is rest and nutrition that strengthen the body and its resources. Overtrain-
ing causes a mental condition that impedes technical progress; this is the “stalcncss”
of svh.ch many professional athletes speak Stalcncss is a mental condition, but it af-
fccts the body adversely and must be avoided at all costs.

One major cause of stalcncss is boredom with what one is doing. A rigorous tram-
ing program like that provided by Chuka Shaolin need not be boring at any level of
training In spite of the fact that the trainee must repeat, many times over, drill exer-
cises involving the fundamentals, these important exercises arc a reservoir of technical
matters that reveal themselves to the trainee little by little as he persists in performing
them. No exponent can ever exhaust the supply of technical content within any of the
fundamental exercises; nor can it be taught, for it reveals itselfonly to those exponents
who make a deep and unending study of the fundamentals.
Most important in the study of Chuka Sliaol.n, and in any Chinese hand-to-hand

art, is to train under competent guidance. Only when a qualified instructor is present
to guide him will the trainee be ensured that lie is training along sensible and benefi-
cial incs. No book can take the place ofan instructor, but this volume introduces the
tramcc to a simplified approach to training; every trainee at die basic level is urged to
follow what is outlined herein When technical problems arise that arc not answered
by this book, the trainee should seek the guidance of a qualified Chuka instructor or
an advanced exponent of the art.

When the trainee lias progressed at least as far as the study ofhandwork and is rca-
sonak ly competent in combining the basic ways of body displacement with the use of
the phoenix-eye fist in golden-duck tashion, he should include some toughening exer-
cises in his training program Orthodox Chuka methodology docs not require a
trainee to bruise and better Ins natural weapons, such as his hands and arms, in efforts
to toughen them. But every exponent of the Chuka art will do well to cxpcrcncc the

shock and pain of hard contact when his pliocn x-cyc fist impacts against a target. It

is to this subject that we must now turn.

Toughening the Anatomical Weapons

As the Chuka exponent is taught to use his anatomical weapons wisely, lie docs not

find it necessary to overdo the toughening of these parts of his body. He decries beat-

ing and bashing his hands and feet and other parts of Ins body against various objects

to the point of deformation and controlled maiming. In fact, little attention is paid in

basic training to such matters as toughening his elbow's (which arc naturall \ one o' the

hardest and most durable parts of the body); nor docs lie concentrate on toughening

the feet, which arc usually covered by some kind of footgear. Yet the Chuka expo-

nent seeks to impart a certain degree oftoughness and overall strength to his forearms,

wrists, and fingers, which can be utilized in the tiger-paw, spear-hand, and double-

dragon hand formations He docs this by the simple expedient of doing pushups

(pumping exercise) while supporting his body on the tips of his splayed fingers and

thumbs. Additionally, he adequately toughens the inner and outer edges ofhis forearm

and wrist and the palm and heel of the hand by carefully impacting them against a

heavy swinging sandbag.

Chuka instructors consider ways to improve the durability of the parts of the body

as only one aspect of a greater and more important unity central to all creditable shao-

lin tccimiquc. The elements of technique arc speed, accuracy force, and timing. For

example, an anatomical weapon like the phoenix-eye fist, no matter how durable it

has been made, is useless in combat unless it is correctly used, that is, unless all the

above elements ol technique have been developed to a high degree and w’ork in con-

cert.

Quite naturally, therefore, the Chuka exponent pays special attention to his major

weapon, the phoenix-eye fist, ant) employs a time-tested shaolin method with which

to build a creditable technique in the use of this kind of fist. The basic training exercises

by which this is done have already been discussed in chapter two. These skills arc fur-

ther improved by the following method of toughening the fists.

The tsu-pai (paper-board) is a piece of training equipment with a long history in

shaolin training methods It exists in various forms. In Chuka Shaolin a stout rectangu-

lar piece ofwood serves as the backboard mounting for five circular pieces that arc the

targets for the phocmx-eye fist A target-piece may be made from either many layers

of compressed paper or a slab of rubber Eacli target-piece generally has a diameter

of 7.5 to 10 centimeters and a thickness of .75 centimeter to 1 25 centimeters. The

target-pieces may be glued onto the board or fastened by framing eacli one with a

rim of flexible bamboo nailed tightly around the target and onto the backboard.

Various positional arrangements of the targets on the board arc used. One arrange-
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mcnt, seen in the diagram above, symbolizes the locations of vital points on thehuman body that will be the object of attack by the phoenix-eye fist. This diagram

^*ls)
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’ ® ,Cft pcCtoraj musc,c
- (4) right pectoral muscle,

A trainee who uses the board must bear in mind that Chuka toughening exercises
are based on adherence to creditable technique Described below arc two basic wavs
of using the board. Neither method is illustrated, but the tra.nec can answer any
questions that he may have about these methods by referring to the appropriate funda-
mentals sn chapter two.

BASIC METHOD
1. Stand in the ready position.

2 Assume a left hanging-horse stance directly .n front of the target-board and
about one merer from it.

3 Move forward into a right horse-riding stance by use of the dodginc-horsc
pattern of displacement r'

?’ From a solid stance, punch in rapid succession with alternating fists in
golden-duck fashion beginning with your left fist, at target 1, then 2 (right fist)

3 (left fist), 4 (right fist), and fmaliy 5 (left fist).

5, Retreat in the dodging-horsc pattern of displacement, dodge to your right
side, then move forward into a left horse-riding stance by use of the dodg ng-
norse pattern of displacement.

6

From a solid stance, punch in rapid succession with alternating fists in
golden-duck fashion, beginning with your right fist, at target 1, risen 2 (left fist),

3 (right fist), 4 (left fist), and finally 5 (right fist).

7. Complete one cycle of the exercise by returning to a left hanging-horse
stance in the manner of retreating used in the dodgmg-horsc pattern of displace-
ment; then once more assume the ready position.

8, Do at least ten cycles of the exercise
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INTERMEDIATE METHOD
1 Stand in the ready position directly .n front of the target-board and about

one meter from it.

2 Assume a left hanging-horse stance

3. Move forward into a right horsc-ridmg stance by means of the dodging-

horsc manner ofdisplacement

4. From a solid stance, punch <n rapid succession, beginning with your left

phoenix-eye fist, at target 1, then 2 (right fist).

5. Quickly move back to a horse-riding stance with a central posture in the

manner of the side-body-horsc method of retreating

6. Twist your upper bod) to your right and punch forward with your left

phoenix-eye fist at target 3. immediately thereafter twist to your left and punch

forward with your right phoenix-eye fist at target 4 Center your posture once

again and punch forward with your left phocmx-cyc fist at target 5.

7 Move forward into a left horse-riding stance by means of the dodgmg-horsc

manner of displacement.

8 From a solid stance, punch in rapid succession, beginning wi|h your right

phoenix-eye fist, at target 1. then 2 (left fist).

9. Complete one cycle of the exercise by returning to a left hanging-horse

stance in the manner of retreating used in the dodging-horse pattern of displace-

ment, then once more assume the ready position

10. Do at least ten cycles of the exercise.

Other methods of using the target-board will suggest themselves to the trainee. These

may be beneficially used as long as they arc based on the proper use of the Chuka fun-

damentals.
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CHAPTER

KAI-SAN
THE BASIC CHUKA SHAOLIN PATTERN

Chuka Shaolin exponents call the practice of prearranged exercises in unarmed

combat ch’uan-IM. This expression is probably best translated in English as "pattern

or "patterns.” The patterns lie at the foundation of all skill in wu-slui. Patterns involv-

m the trainee in a sequential performance offundamentals arc many and varied in the

Chuka system But all exponents of Chuka Shaolin begin their training in the pat-

terns with the most basic one, called kai-san.

Kai-san means “opening the mountain.” This somewhat cryptic expression has a

special significance for every Cluika exponent for it symbolizes the start of a long,

arduous journey, the uphill struggle that must be made against adversity during liis

pursuit of shaolin knowledge and ski I Thus, the kai-san pattern not only constitutes

an actual physical introduction to the rigors of Chuka Shaolin training but also in-

dicates the psychological state that should prevail in everv serious trainee's mind.

Kai-san is the fundamental pattern of the Chuka system because it contains .«!, the

necessary mechanical actions on which more advanced skills depend. In this pattern the

basic skills explained in chapter two arc woven together in logical sequence. It is impor-

tant to understand that this sequence is based on a single defender s responses to the at-

tempts of multiple attackers to harm Inin. When lie performs kai-san. therefore, the

Chuka exponent must imagine that lie is surrounded by aswilants and that every move

is made to protect his life and must be directed toward subduing his opponents. The

practice ofkai-san. or any other Chuka pattern for that matter, must never degenerate

into a shadow dance. The trainee is advised to studv carefully the portion oi the pre-

ceding chapter that deals with how patterns are to be used in training programs. In

the present chapter, our only object is to explain the performance of kai-san.
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1 Assume the ready position, with those who w.ll watch your peno^—
to vour left side, preferably somewhat to your !ft-rront corner fig. 1).

2 Step forward with your nght teg, bend that knee, and weight that eg, Bnng

vour retreated left •eg forward and assume a left hanging-horse stance At the same

time bnng both hands in front of your body at the level ofyour solar plexus and ren-

der the norma’ Chuka handsign figs. 2, 3).
, Vnnr r ok

3 Open your right phoenix-eye fist and spread both arms W1de apart Your r.gh

fomJ. palm down. « sligMy higte than yon, left »m, wh-ch . «,ended, ate

nalm down to vour rear. Look to your left side (figs. 4, b).

P
4 Bring your advanced left leg back and position that foot along the inside ofyou

platform right foot: bend your left knee and weight the left leg. At the same time

bring your hands together in the Chuka hands,gn at your left < dc at the level of your

right leg forward and assume a right hanging-horse stance. simu;~

tanrously. pi sh your Chui handsign format,on forward and “ntcr ,t

^
fr°n' ofyOU

body at the level of your solar piexus Focus your eyes to your front (figs. 7. 8).



6. Bring your advanced right leg back and position that foot along the inside of

your platform left foot; bend vour right knee and weight that leg. At the same time

withdraw your hands (stiil in the Chuka handsign formation) as a unit and position

them at your right side at die level of your lowest rib (figs. 9-1 1).

7 Turn 90 degrees to your left (to face your audience) and assume a left hanging-

horse stance. At the same time push your Chuka handsign formation forward and

center it on your body at the level of your solar plexus. Focus your eyes to your front

(figs. 12. 13).

8 Position yourself for the commencement of the kai-san pattern by steppi ng for-

ward from your position at the end of the opening salutation (fig 13). heel first, onto

your left leg, pivoting that foot outward and turning your body 90 degrees to your

left. At the same time open your right phoenix-eye fist and turn both hands palm up

(f,g 14). As you turn, lower your arms and bring your right eg forward in line with

and close to your left foot (fig. 15). Bend and raise both arms, palms up. to shoulder

level at your sides (figs. 15. 16), As you face the new direction press both hands, palms

down, downward until your arms arc fully stretched along your sides; this is the ready

position (fig. 1 7), from which you can begin your performance of kai-san. Those who

watch your performance arc now located to your right

108
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ACTION GROUP 1

Turn 90 degrees to your left and assume a left hanging-horse stance (figs 1-3).

ACTION GROUP 2

Shift your weight forward onto your advanced left leg (fig. 4), then turn 90 degrees to

your right and step forward in the new direction with your right leg to assume a right

horse-riding stance As you turn, defect outward and upward to the right with the

inner edge of your forearm and wrist (figs. 5, 6). Immediately thereafter, from a solid

stance, dt liver a “heart-penetrating* push with the palm-heel ofyour left hand (fig. 7).

4 5 6
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ACTION GROUP 4
Siiift your weight forward onto your advanced left leg. Draw your retreated right
foot up along the inside ofyour platform left foot, turn your bods' 90 degrees to your
nght (fig. 13), then step forward with your right leg in the new direction to assume a
right horse-riding stance. As you come into this stance deflect outward and upward
with the inner edge of your right forearm and wrist (figs. 14, 15) Quickly deliver
your left phoenix-eye fist in golden-duck fashion followed by the delivery of your
right phoenix-eye fist in a similar manner, to the level of a frontal enemy's solar
plexus (figs 16-18).

*
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ACTION GROUP 5

iglu phocnix-cyc fist, bring your left arm, that hand palm down, under

ill, and begin to withdraw both arms (fig. 18). Pivot your feet in place,

rccs to your left, and assume a left hanging-horse stance. As you turn

ird and upward with the outer edge of your left forearm and wrist, and

alar plexus with your bent right arm, that hand palm up (figs. 19-22).



ACTION GROUP 6
S i.ft your weight onto your advanced left leg. At the same time keep your left arm in
position but lower your right hand, palm down, to cover yourgroin (fie. 23) Turn 90
degrees to your right, bend your left arm, and bring that hand, pain* facing the insideofyournghtforear,natthec!bow(f,g. 24). into a covering position as you step forwardwith your right foot in the new direction (fig. 25), there to assume a right h, rse-nding
stance. As you come into that stance, deflect outward and upward with the inner edge
ot your right forearm and wrist (fig. 26). From a solid stance deliver a "hcart-pcnc-
tratmg push with the palm-heel of your left hand (this action is precisely the same

118

as that made in Action Group 2 except that you now make it 180 degrees in the oppo-

site direction). Your bent nght arm, that hand palm up. covers your solar plexus

(fig. 27) Keep your feet firmly fixed in place and twist your upper body to face 180

degrees to your left, there to assume a left horse-riding stance. As you turn, withdraw

your extended left arm, palm up, bringing it close to your body to cover your solar

plexus, the fingers of chat hand almost touching your left r bow (figs. 28, 29). As. you

settle into a solid stance, deflect outward and upward with the outer edge of your

left forearm and wrist (fig 30) Immediately deliver your inverted right phoenix-eve

fist to a frontal enemy’s solar plexus (figs. 31, 32).
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ACTION GROUP 7

Maintain your arm and hand positions as you pivot your
left foot outward on the heel (figs. 33, 34) Shift your
weight forward onto your advanced left leg. Now open
your right inverted phoenix-eye fist and momentarily
throw both open hands, palms forward up in front of
you at the level of your face before bringing them into

a covering position as you deliver a leg-stopping kick

with your right leg (figs. 35-37). Quickly retract your
kicking right leg and step it down to the ground to

your right side; begin to form a phoenix-eye fist with

your right hand, palm up (fig. 38). As soon as your kick-

ing right foot touches the ground, drop into a crouch-

>ng position, right knee down, thus assuming the "half-

butterfly posture from which you deliver your right

inverted phoenix-eye fist into the groin of a standing

frontal enemy; your bent left arm, that hand held palm

down, covers your solar plexus (fig. 39).

.
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ACTION GROUP 8
90 degrees to your right, and step your right leg widely to your

i right horse-riding stance. As you turn, deflect outward and
edge ofyour right forearm and wnst (figs. 40-43) From a solid

your left phoen.x-eye fist in golden-duck fashion to the level ofa frontal
lexus tigs. 44 45)

Immediately rise, turn

right side to assume a

upward with the inner

stance deliver

enemy's solar pli

Open your left phoenix-eye fist (fig 46). shift your weight onto your right leg, bring

your outstretched left foot up alongside your platform right foot, and turn 90 degrees

to your left (figs. 47, 48). As you turn to face the new direction, step forward with

your left leg. Deflect outward and upward with the inner edge of vour left forearm

and wrist and. at the same time, assume a left horse-riding stance (figs. 49, 50). As you

conic into a solid stance, deliver a right double-dragon from underneath your de-

flecting left arm d, rectiy into the eyes of a frontal enemy (fig. 51).



ACTION GROUP 11

Maintain your right horse-riding stance

and forcefully withdraw both arms

together, instantly forming both hands

in phoenix-eye fists. As you do this, de-

flect outward and back to your left side

at the level of your solar plexus; your

fists conic together, knuckles (backs ot

hands) down (figs 56. 57). Immediately

punch forward with both fists to the left

and right pectoral muscles of a frontal

enemy (figs 58. 59)

ACTION GROUP 10
Keep your feet firrniy fixed, but twist

your upper body 180 degrees to your
right, there to assume a right horse-
riding stance As you pass through the

centra posture cross your arms, both
hands open, right above left; your right

hand is palm up your left hand palm
down tigs. 52, 53). As you come into

a solid stance, simultaneously deliver a

double-dragon with both hands into a

frontal enemy's eyes (figs. 54, 55)



ACTION GROUP 12
Maintain your stance Open both fists and withdraw your arms, hands with palms
being outward, bringing your right arm down to cross under your left arm at the
level of your solar plexus (figs. 60, 61) Shift your weight forward onto your right

,

g 90 degrees to your left Bring your left foot up along the inside of your
platform right foot, and at the same time lower your right arm turning that open

! j
Pal,n forwarc

j

w,th thc finScrs pointing downward; also bring your open left
hand, palm up. to the level of your solar plexus (figs. 62 63) Step forward wnh your
-cu .eg an assume a left horsc-nding stance. As you come mto a solid stance, extend
oth arms in front of your body. Deli ver a forceful double-push with your left palm-

‘ cc at trie level of a frontal enemy’s face and with your right palm-heel into his groin
»this double-push action is referred to as swang-loong chu hat, "the doubie-dragon
emerging from the sea figs. 64 65).

ACTION GROUP 13

Pivot your advanced left foot outward on thc heel. Rotate your open right hand in-

ward (counterclockwise) to turn thc palm downward, then outward, ami move that

arm across your body to your left; your bent left arm, hand open, protects your face

by crossing over your right arm (figs. 66, 67) Sw ing your retreated right leg forward

in a sweeping arc to bring that foot well forward in sickle fashion to reap against the

advanced leg of a frontal enemy (this sweeping action of the leg is called hangfeong

song siei, * sending ice in a cold wind"). As your foot reaps, use the shinbone and instep

of thc foot as a contact surface At the same time that your right leg is reaping, your

right hand sweeps outward to your right side to seize and grasp thc enemy, then pull

him at thc point ofgrasp; your left hand, palm open and facing forward, covers your

midbody area. After thc shearing action of your reaping leg and right arm (figs 68-

70), assume a right horse-riding stance. Release the grip of your r ght hand and with-

draw that arm, palm up, as you drive a left inverted phoenix-eye fist into the ene-

my’s solar plexus (figs. 71, 72).



ACTION GROUP 14

Maintain a solid stance and deliver your right phoenix-eye fist in golden-duck fashion

to the enemy’s solar plexus (figs. 73. 74). Lower your left arm with that hand open,

palm down, to cover your groin, open your right hand and begin to withdraw that

arm fig 75). Turn lbO degrees to your left, allowing both feet to pivot as you turn

and as'unic a left hanging-hoac stance. Your left arm passes under your right arm and

you deflect outward and upward with the outer edge of the left forearm and wrist as

you turn (figs 76-78).
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ACTION GROUP 16

Shift your weight Kick onto your rear left leg and bring your right leg back so that
your right foot is dose to your platform left foot but do not weight your right leg
(tigs, 83 84). Jump high into the air, turning 90 degrees to your right, and land on your
right leg Immediately drop down into a crouching position, left knee down, and
assume the half-butterfly posture As youjump, raise both hands open and palms up,
deflect downward and out with the outer edge of your left forearm and wrist as you
bring your right arm up, hand open and palm facing forward to cover your face (figs.

Rise qu ckly and step forward with

your left leg to assume a eft horse-rid-

ing stance As you move forward, de-

flect outward and up with the inner

edge of your left forearm and wrist

(figs. 89, 90) Follow up quickly by de-

livering your right inverted phoenix-

eye fist into a frontal enemy’s solar

plexus (fig. 91)
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ACTION GROUP 19

Shift your weight back onto your bent left leg, then bring your nght leg back that

fo dbse to and inside your platform left foot Do not weight your nght leg as you

-» degree. » your left end .eke a
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by bending your right arm and positioning that phoenix-eye fist at the right side of

your head just above your shoulder (figs. 103. 104). Immediately thereafter deliver

your right phoenix-eye fist, palm up. over and down in a short arc into tne enema

eyes or onto the bridge ofhis nose (fig. 105).
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Without hesitation drive your left

spear-hand into the enemy’s solar plex-

us (tig, 106), then follow it with the

deliver)' of your right spear-hand into

the same target (figs, 107, 108).
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ri£"t spcar-hand, but turn that hand
palm down as you pivot your left foot
on the lied, toes outward Shift your
weight forward onto your left leg
(fig 109) and bring your retreated
right foot up along the inside of your
p'atiorm left foot; do not weight your
right leg. As you do this, turn 90 degrees
to your right; your left arm and open
hand, palm down, cover jour midbody
trea (fig. 110), Step forward in the new
direction with your right icg and as-

sume a right horsc-r ding stance; as you
settle into that stance, deflect outward
and up with the nner edge of your
right forearm and wrist (fig, 1 1 1) From
a stable stance deliver your left phocmx-
cye fist m golden-duck fashion to a

frontal enemy's solar plexus; follow up
immediately with a right golden-duck
attack to the same target (figs, 112, 113).
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ACTION GROUP 22
Allow your feet to pivot in place as you turn 180 degrees to your left i

hanging-horse stance. As you turn, deflect outward with the outer ed
torcarm and wrist (figs. 114-117), This ends your performance of kat-



ULUMiNO salutation and final positioning
1 At the end of your performance of kai-san you arc facing those who have

watched your performance and you arc in a left hanging-horse stance (fig 1),
2 Step forward with your left eg and assume a left horse-riding stance. At the same

time make a grasping action with your left hand, turning that hand palm up; your
nght ami that hand open and pa?m down, covers your solar plexus (figs. 2, 3)

3. Immediately short-punch forward with your right phoenix-eye fist in goldcn-
durk manner to the level of a frontal enemy s solar plexus (figs. 4, 5).

4 Shift your weight back onto your bent right leg, open your right phocn:x-eyc
fist and begin to withdraw that arm. Raise your left arm, palm up, in front of your
body to the height of your throat (fig 6}

5. Bring your advanced left leg back and at the same time spread your arms wide
apart Your left hand moves, palm down, to the level of your groin in front of you
and your right hand, palm facing your right, rises behind you to the height of your
head (figs. 7-9)

6. Without a pause, position your left foot along the inside of your platform right

foot bend your left knee, and weight that leg At the same time turn your body a bit

to your left and position your hands in the Chuka handsign formation at your left side

at the level ofyour lowest rib (figs 10, 11).

7 Assume a right hang ng-horsc stance and push your Chuka handsign formation

forward as a unit to a position in front of your body at the level of your solar plexus

mm
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c v 'pen vour right phociisx-cyc rise, tum both hands palms upward, and lower
your arms to your sides; at this moment bring your advanced right leg back and posi-
tion that foot in .me with and along the inside ofyour platform left foot. Make what-
ever sma.s adjustment may be necessary in your body position so that you face your
audscncc directly (figs. 15, 16).

>. Raise and bend both arms palms upward, until your hands reach the height of
your shoulders (figs. 17, 18). Then tum your hands palm down and push both hands
down positioning your arms fully extended, hands open and palms down, at your
sides in the modified ready position to end your closing salutation (fig. 19).

CHAPTER

SELF-DEFENSE APPLICATIONS

Self-defense is a tricky affair, for there arc always numerous and unpredictable

variables in such situations If you arc so unfortunate as to have to defend yourself

in a physical encounter, do so with the thought that it can mean serious injury for

you or even your death, not even the expert is immune from these considerations. It

is far better to avoid physical encounter, even at expense to your dignity than to be-

come engaged with an aggr essive attacker. But if there is absolutely no escape from

the threat of physical violence, then apply your shaolin training, for it can enable you

to subdue your attacker effectively.

When you apply shaolin skills co an actual conflict, you must have full confidence

in your technical ability Once you are committed to this dangerous situation, you

should fully understand that there will probably be no opportunity for you to with-

draw until the attacker has succeeded in subduing you or he himself is knocked out of

the fight. If the fundamentals of Chuka Shaolin presented in the preceding chapters

have been properly learned, that is, if they arc now part of you—things that you do

without having to think—there is every' chance that you will emerge from a conflict

the victor The odds arc always in favor of a trained defender.

In this chapter we arc dealing only with a few limited situations involving the

Chuka Shaolin-trained defender in conflict with an unarmed attacker or attackers. The

situations chosen here arc hypothetical ones. They are, nevertheless, real in the sense

that such things do often occur in everyday life. These situations have been carefully

selected with the further consideration that basic Chuka skills serve as the basis of the

recommended responses of the defender. It is well to bear in mind that these situations

arc intended to emphasize only certain of the basic Chuka skills learned from this

book, and that the responses given do not necessarily represent the best possible ways

of meeting the attack Blit what is presented is adequate and effective
;
moreover, it

can be applied by the avci age person v\ ho has undergone a minimum ofChuka Shao-

lin train.ng As die exponent practices the self-defense situations, he should bear in

mind that an actual combative encounter rarely proceeds in the orderly fashion sug-

gested by the situations given here. Remember, too, that though a great many vari-

ables enter into every physical conflict, these can work for as well as against you.
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in practicing the following situations and responses, the tra nce must use common
sense He and his training partner or partners arc practicing the art ofself-defense, not
the art of self-destruction Overdoing the training nstructions given in this book is
unca led tor, moderation in training however severe one's training may be, is the key
to lasting benefits. Trainees should follow instructions to the letter, repeating each
response many times over until fluency is attained and the response can be made
smoothly and speed Iy Only then should the trainee search for and formulate varia-
tions sn the solution of the situations, and attempt to create responses of his own It is
a good idea to include some practical self-defense training in each session, preferably
near the end of the training program where such training emphasizes the need for
perfection ofthe fundamentals that have preceded it.

Should it become necessary actually to apply your Chuka Shaolin knowledge in
your own or others' defense, you arc justified in doing so only ifyou choose the ap-
propriate response and use only the amount of force needed to solve the situation Do
not overdo your use ofChuka Shaolin knowledge but seek to fit your response ro the
situation Always remember that Chuka Sliadin techniques arc extremely powerful
responses against an attacker, and that they give the trained defender a decided and
lethal advantage over a less-trained person.

The following self-defense situations arc loosely grouped according to the kind of
attack be ng made. This grouping and the order in which the techniques appear have
no special meaning except to provide convenience of study and reference for the
trainee. You may practice the situations in any order desired after making sure that
you arc wch grounded in all the separate elements of the fundamental tactics.
Rcicr to the descriptions given in earlier chapters should there be any doubt as to the
execution of these basics in the situations. Above all, practice with safety in mind,
safety tor ooth you and your training partner or partners.

In order to bring realism to the situations and the responses they must be practiced
on natural terra.n approximating that suggested in the illustrations that follow If the
study of self-defense is allowed to remain only in the gymnasium or similar ideal
training areas, it will always lack certain elements that occur in real-life situations, such
as variations in terrain and the wcarng oi clothing appropriate to the climate and
weather conditions in which emergency situations develop.
The following seven self-defense situations and recommended responses should be

practiced by the trainee in the manner suggested in chapter three.

DEFENSE AGAINST A THREATENED PUNCH TO THE FACE
Situation : A belligerent assailant stands in front ofme and is threatening to attack

me physically. I stand in a natural posture, feet slightly apart, arms by my sides, and

do nothing to provoke him into action (figs. 1, 2)

|
/

Response : My assailant steps forward with his right foot and seizes the front ofmy
shirt with his right hand; he cocks his left fist and threatens to strike me in the face

(fig. 3). I take the initiative by quickly stepping my right foot svidcly to inv right side;

at the same time I slip my left arm up under and inside his right arm (fig. 4). I assume

a horsc-nd ng stance with a central posture As I settle into this stance. I drive the

outer edge ofmy left forearm and wrist upward and outward against the inside surface
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DEFENSE AGAINST AN UPPERCUT
Situation: An assailant is stalking me, shuffling slowly forward while in a left

stance, his right fist cocked and ready at his right hip I stand in a natural stance, feet

aligned and slightly apart I do nothing to provoke him (rigs. 1,2)

of my assailant’s grasping right arm near his elbow (fig. 5). Keeping my left arm in
contact with his right arm, I immediately deliver my right phoenix-eye fist into his
solar plexus with sufficient force to subdue him (figs. 6. 7).

Keypoints : It is important to steal the initiative from the assailant; you must go
into action before lie can carry out his threat of striking you. When using your left
arm to deflect his grasping right arm,. do not try to dislodge his grip; use your de-
flection in a covering role, that is. keep his right arm busy and its whereabouts known
to you by your contact with it. For this reason do not twist too much to your left when
delivering your right phoenix-eye fist; overtwisting can cause you to lose the valuable
contact of your left arm with his right arm. Study the keypemt photo.
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espouse, \X hen my assailant steps forward with his right foot and fully commits Keypoints: The timing of your cva«ionary sidestep is critical, it must be made
11m e t i c c ver ng a looping uppercut with his right fist aimed at my groin or »ust slightly ahead ofthe assailant’s uppercut. As you take the sidestep, turn your toes
mu section, I instantly sidestep to my left side and turn my body to the right, out of inward, facing the assailant, so that you can easily turn your body to assume the
nc wit 1 us =ow lg 3} I lien I quickly slntt my weight over my bent left leg and hanging-horse stance Keep your open right hand covering your groin until the blow

assume a rig it langing-horsc stance; at the same instant I cover iny groin and mid- goes by. then apply that hand in the suggested way against his attacking ami. less a
tl0r

]

'v; 1 «y °Pcn ha™ »nJ raise my bent left arm, hand formed in a chopping blow than a deflection, this action ensures that the assailant stays fully

p loenix-eye iSt, in front ot my bods- (fig 4), As my assailants right uppercut misses committed forward until after you deliver your left phoenix-eye fist (keypoint photo),
me, ra.se my i ignt arm and apply the outer edge of that forearm and wrist against the Study the entire sequence onec more in figures 1A-SA, and notice in particular that
upper ant o.'tr urhcc c f lus punching right arm near the biceps, pressing it out- the hanging right leg is deliberately left in front of the assailant's advanced right leg in
var , away i ni me. Sinn Itancously, I deliver my left pliocn«x-cyc fist against the order to hinder further forward movement,
base of his skull under and a bit behind his right car (figs. 5. 6'.



DEFENSE AGAINST A SURPRISE ROUNDHOUSE PUNCH
Situation: I have just reached the top step of a flight ofstairs when I am set upon

by a partially hidden assailant located to my right He is already in the act ofstriking
me with a looping roundhouse blow of his right fist (figs. 1 2)

Response: My assailant s roundhouse punch threatens my head, so I quickly step
my lc‘ eg widely to my left side and rock my upper body in that direction in order
to avoid the blow; at the same time I ready my arms and hands in protective roles
(fig- 3). From a deep crouching position over my bent left leg I extend my right arm
and bring the outer edge of that forearm and wrist against the outer surface of his
punching right arm just above his elbow (figs. 4, 5). I immediately follow this up by
coming more erect as I assume a horse-riding stance with a central posture From a
stable stance 1 deliver my inverted left phocnix-cyc fist (palm up) into his right
pectoral muscle with sufficient force to paralyze his right arm (figs. 6, 6A).

Keypomts: Evade your assailant's

looping punch by taking a very wide

step to vour side, and duck down to get

well under the punch As soon as your

deflecting arm makes contact, straighten

your posture and assume a solid stance

from which you can deliver your

phoen x-cyc fist. Reinforce that punch
with a twist of your upper body (twist

to the right shown) Bring your free

right arm into a covering position in

front of your body
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DEFENSE AGAINST TWO KICKS
Situation* An assalant stands in from of me and is threatening me from a left

stance; he appears to be ready to kick at me with his retreated right leg I stand in a
natura, posture facing him squarely, my feet aligned and slightly apart (fig. 1)

Response; At the instant that my assailant delivers a forward snap-kick with his
right leg aimed at my groin. I evade the kick by stepping my right leg widely to my
right side. Simultaneously with this cvasionary step I drop into a crouching posture
.the hal ‘-butterfly position), left knee down

; I bring both arms nto covering positions
in front of my body (rig 2) My assailant, having missed his intended target, with-
draws ins right seg and steps it forward and down to the ground in order to draw a bit
d< scr to me; I hold my crouching position (fig. 3) He continues his attack by aiming
a I :fi roundhouse kick at my head (fig 4) At that instant I turn my body to my left
and place my right knee on the ground

; I extend my right arm and use the outer edge
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Situation An assailant is rapidly closing in on me and is about to kick me with his
retreated right leg. I stand in a natural posture, feet aligned and close together (figs,

2).

Response My assailant launches a right roundhouse kick aimed at the left side of
my head. As he kicks, I step my right leg widely to my right side and assume a horse-
riding stance with a central posture. I use both arms and hands to deflect his kicking
leg, t ; palm-heel of my left hand against his shinbone and the outer edge of my
r gin I brearm and wrist against his thigh muscles from the inside and just above his
xncc

(
ig 3). As my assailant withdraws Ins kicking right leg, but before he can return

it to the ground. I step forw ard with my right leg. directly between his legs (fig. 4).
At i he same time I deliver inv left phoenix-eye fist into his face and the inverted tiger-
paw formation of my right hand into his groin (fig. 5).

Keypomts. Deflect your assailant's

kicking right leg with both hands as

suggested but do not reach for Ins leg.

Simply throw both hands up in front of
your body, somewhat to your left side,

and Jet the kick come to them It is es-

sential that you step forward quickiv

after making the deflection; drive sour

right leg hard against his advanced left

leg from the inside, as shown in the

keypoint photo.



DEFENSE AGAINST A HAMMERLOCK
Situation As I stand in a naturai posture, feet slightfy apart, an assailant comes

up quickly front my left side and grasps my left wrist with both hands He steps

behind me and is forcing my left arm into a hainmerlock (tigs. 1, 2}

Response With my assailant s attempt to get behind me I allow him to take my
arm into a hainmerlock. Simultaneously, I step my left leg widely to my left side in

order to assume a horse-riding stance with a central posture. From a stable stance I

suddenly twist my upper body around to my right and strike the outer edge of my
right forearm and wrist against the right side ofmy assailant’s neck (figs 3-5) That

blow completed, I tear my captured left arm from his grip and step my left leg forward

and around in an are-step so that I am facing him. As I conic around I assume a horse-

riding stance with a central posture, from which I deliver my left pliocmx-eyc fist

into his solar plexus (figs. 6- 7).

Keypoints; When the assailant applies his hainmerlock. give him just enough re-

sistance in your captured arm to keep him occupied. Step and turn to vour right by

twisting hard in that direction as you swing your right arm against his head or neck,

caring not at all what part of your arm strikes him. Make the ful turn to face your

assailant a forceful one and thus reinforce the impact of your phocmx-cyc fist.
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DEFENSE AGAINST MULTIPLE ASSAILANTS
Situation Three assailants arc closing in on me from the front and side I hold

my ground in a natural posture (fig 1).

Response: The assailant at my left side begins to circle around behind me. I im-
mediately take a long step forward with my left leg. moving that foot directly for-
ward between the two assailants in front of me. Taking a shorter step forward with
my right icg. I make a quick turn to my left and come around between the two as-
sailants to fare the assailant who tried to get behind me ; I assume a left stance (figs 2-4).
As I turn I bring both arms, hands held in phoenix-eye fists, into the bow-drawing
position in front ofmy body at the level ofmy solar plexus (fig. 4A). Quickly I strike
outward with the outer edges of both forearms and wrists against the solar-plexus areas
of the two assailant, beside me (figs. 5, 5A) Instantly my frontal assailant steps forward
with his right leg andjabs with his right fist to set me up for a punch with his left fist (figs.

5. 6). I bring the outer edge of my left forearm and wr*st over and along the inside
surface of his outstretched right arm and deflect that arm outward. At the same time I

weight m v left leg and bring my retreated right foot up close to that platform foot (figs.

6. 7). Then I deliver a “heart-penetrating" kick with the heel of my right foot to the
enemy facing me (fig. 8) As this assa lant falters, I turn to my right side and immediately
step my kicking leg in that direction to assume a right horse-riding stance, from
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which I deal with the nssailant standing there. I deliver a double blow agaimt himmy h-tt pahn-hccl drives hard against his solar plexus and my right invertedger-paw drives into his groin and squeezes Ins tcsncles (figs. 9. 10, 10A, 10B). Now
I quickly turn 180 degrees to my left to .leal with the last remaining assailant I foldand cross both amis m front of my body, left hand open with palm up covering mysoLr plexus, right hand in a phoenix-eye fist covering my groin (fig. 11). I , lcn

v'T my right phoenix-eye fist into the last assailant’s solar plexus (figs 12. 13).

Keypoints: It is essential that you maintain complete calm as you face your three

I,°
U tl,c init“tivc and »«intai„ it throughout the conflict ifyouhope to subdue then. Your initial step forward separates the frontal assailants and puts

ail three of them in portions tnat they did not expect to find themselves in A single
action, tiic bow-drawing double blow to your sides, may suffice to deal with the as-giants at your sides; this double blow must at least temporarily incapac.tatr themDca heavily with the frontal assailant, kicking him accurately in the groin and with

I

°rCC l° tak
? "I" ?

Ut of thc %ht Lastly, deal successively w.th each of tiic
assailants at your sides if this is still necessary.
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GLOSSARY

All Chinese terms are in the Mandarin dialect and arc romanizcd phonetically.

an chong kai pauh explosion erupting in total darkness (a variant of the phoenix-

eye fist)

cha-ching shou thrust-tear-cateh-pcnctratc hand

chang # palm-heel, palm

chiang-to shou Iftfifi T> spear-hand

chiau If foot

chmg III handsign

chin-ma forward horse

chsn-ya chuan lien golden duck emerging from beneath a lotus leaf

choon-pcs ip# ready position

ch’uan-li formal salutation

chuan-sin chiau fF-CM heart-penetrating kick

eh uan-tao &TS patteni (of prearranged exercises)

fung-ycn RUB phoenix-eye (fist)

hai tee lau ych ffifEWH plucking the moon from the sea

hang- foong song sici fK ’i sending ice in a cold wind

hou-jau ftfR tiger-claws (tiger-paw)

ka;-kung shou IW'id- bow-drawing hand

kai-kung shou &!&¥ aggressi ve hand

kai-san Mill opening the mountain (name of the basic Chuka Shaolin pattern of

prearranged exercises)

khcr deflect, block

ma-pu P'iiP horse-riding (stance)

pa wang eh in jiu CiiEtiiTi feudal iord serving wine (fundamentals of etiquette)

pu-fa movement

san surn-ina dodging horse

san sum- tali WQ'fl dodging (-horse) strike

san-ticn chiau MIEif lightning kick
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shaofin

shou f- hand

shou-fa J& handwork hand actions

siei sum-ilia STTF, side-body horse

sici siirn-tah side-body (-horse) strike

swang-toong H® double-dragon

swang-loong chu ha: double-dragon emergmg from the sea

szc stance and posture

tan chiau JSM! leg-stopping kick

tauh-shou stealing hand

tcau chiau ISIS deflecting kick

tcau-kSicr shou dcflcc ting-striking hand

ti »4 kick

tiow-ma fftTC hanging horse

tsu-pai paper-board (target-board)
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